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ARTICLE 1

1.1. - BUREAU VERITAS is a Society the purpose of whose Marine & Offshore Division (the "Society") is
the classification (" Classification ") of any ship or vessel or offshore unit or structure of any type or part of
it or system therein collectively hereinafter referred to as a "Unit" whether linked to shore, river bed or sea
bed or not, whether operated or located at sea or in inland waters or partly on land, including submarines,
hovercrafts, drilling rigs, offshore installations of any type and of any purpose, their related and ancillary
equipment, subsea or not, such as well head and pipelines, mooring legs and mooring points or otherwise
as decided by the Society.
The Society:

• "prepares and publishes Rules for classification, Guidance Notes and other documents (" Rules ");

• "issues Certificates, Attestations and Reports following its interventions (" Certificates ");
• "publishes Registers.

1.2. - The Society also participates in the application of National and International Regulations or Stand-
ards, in particular by delegation from different Governments. Those activities are hereafter collectively re-
ferred to as " Certification ".
1.3. - The Society can also provide services related to Classification and Certification such as ship and
company safety management certification; ship and port security certification, training activities; all activi-
ties and duties incidental thereto such as documentation on any supporting means, software, instrumen-
tation, measurements, tests and trials on board.

1.4. - The interventions mentioned in 1.1., 1.2. and 1.3. are referred to as " Services ". The party and/or its
representative requesting the services is hereinafter referred to as the " Client ". The Services are pre-
pared and carried out on the assumption that the Clients are aware of the International Maritime
and/or Offshore Industry (the "Industry") practices.

1.5. - The Society is neither and may not be considered as an Underwriter, Broker in ship's sale or char-
tering, Expert in Unit's valuation, Consulting Engineer, Controller, Naval Architect, Manufacturer, Ship-
builder, Repair yard, Charterer or Shipowner who are not relieved of any of their expressed or implied
obligations  by  the interventions of the Society.
ARTICLE 2

2.1. - Classification is the appraisement given by the Society for its Client, at a certain date, following sur-
veys by its Surveyors along the lines specified in Articles 3 and 4 hereafter on the level of compliance of
a Unit to its Rules or part of them. This appraisement is represented by a class entered on the Certificates
and periodically transcribed in the Society's Register.

2.2. - Certification is carried out by the Society along the same lines as set out in Articles 3 and 4 hereafter
and with reference to the applicable National and International Regulations or Standards.

2.3. - It is incumbent upon the Client to maintain the condition of the Unit after surveys, to present
the Unit for surveys and to inform the Society without delay of circumstances which may affect the
given appraisement or cause to modify its scope.
2.4. - The Client is to give to the Society all access and information necessary for the safe and efficient
performance of the requested Services. The Client is the sole responsible for the conditions of presenta-
tion of the Unit for tests, trials and surveys and the conditions under which tests and trials are carried out. 

ARTICLE 3
3.1. - The Rules, procedures and instructions of the Society take into account at the date of their
preparation the state of currently available and proven technical knowledge of the Industry. They
are a collection of minimum requirements but not a standard or a code of construction neither a
guide for maintenance,  a safety handbook or a guide of professional practices, all of which are
assumed to be known in detail and carefully followed at all times by the Client.
Committees consisting of personalities from the Industry contribute to the development of those docu-
ments.
3.2. - The Society only is qualified to apply its Rules and to interpret them. Any reference to them
has no effect unless it involves the Society's intervention.
3.3. - The Services of the Society are carried out by professional Surveyors according to the applicable
Rules and to the Code of Ethics of the Society. Surveyors have authority to decide locally on matters re-
lated to classification and certification of the Units, unless the Rules provide otherwise. 

3.4. - The operations of the Society in providing its Services are exclusively conducted by way of ran-
dom inspections and do not in any circumstances involve monitoring or exhaustive verification.

ARTICLE 4
4.1. - The Society, acting by reference to its Rules:

• "reviews the construction arrangements of the Units as shown on the documents presented by the Cli-
ent;

• "conducts surveys at the place of their construction;

• "classes Units and enters their class in its Register;
• "surveys periodically the Units in service to note that the requirements for the maintenance of class are 

met. 
The Client is to inform the Society without delay of circumstances which may cause the date or the
extent of the surveys to be changed.
ARTICLE 5

5.1. - The Society acts as a provider of services. This cannot be construed as an obligation bearing
on the Society to obtain a result or as a warranty.

5.2. - The certificates issued by the Society pursuant to 5.1. here above are a statement on the level
of compliance of the Unit to its Rules or to the documents of reference for the Services provided for.

In particular, the Society does not engage in any work relating to the design, building, production
or repair checks, neither in the operation of the Units or in their trade, neither in any advisory serv-
ices, and cannot be held liable on those accounts. Its certificates cannot be construed as an im-
plied or express warranty of safety, fitness for the purpose, seaworthiness of the Unit or of its value
for sale, insurance or chartering.

5.3. - The Society does not declare the acceptance or commissioning of a Unit, nor of its construc-
tion in conformity with its design, that being the exclusive responsibility of its owner or builder. 

5.4. - The Services of the Society cannot create any obligation bearing on the Society or constitute any
warranty of proper operation, beyond any representation set forth in the Rules, of any Unit, equipment or
machinery, computer software of any sort or other comparable concepts that has been subject to any sur-
vey by the Society.

ARTICLE 6

6.1. - The Society accepts no responsibility for the use of information related to its Services which was not
provided for the purpose by the Society or with its assistance.

6.2. - If the Services of the Society or their omission cause to the Client a damage which is proved
to be the direct and reasonably foreseeable consequence of an error or omission of the Society,
its liability towards the Client is limited to ten times the amount of fee paid for the Service having
caused the damage, provided however that this limit shall be subject  to a minimum of eight thou-
sand (8,000) Euro, and to a maximum which is the greater of eight hundred thousand (800,000)
Euro and one and a half times the above mentioned fee. These limits apply regardless of fault in-
cluding breach of contract, breach of warranty, tort, strict liability, breach of statute, etc.
The Society bears no liability for indirect or consequential loss whether arising naturally or not as
a consequence of the Services or their omission such as loss of revenue, loss of profit, loss of pro-
duction, loss relative to other contracts and indemnities for termination of other agreements.

6.3. - All claims are to be presented to the Society in writing within three months of the date when the Serv-
ices were supplied or (if later) the date when the events which are relied on of were first known to the Client,
and any claim which is not so presented shall be deemed waived and absolutely barred. Time is to be in-
terrupted thereafter with the same periodicity. 
ARTICLE 7

7.1. - Requests for Services are to be in writing.

7.2. - Either the Client or the Society can terminate as of right the requested Services after giving
the other party thirty days' written notice, for convenience, and without prejudice to the provisions
in Article 8 hereunder. 

7.3. - The class granted to the concerned Units and the previously issued certificates remain valid until the
date of effect of the notice issued according to 7.2. here above subject to compliance with 2.3. here above
and Article 8 hereunder.
7.4. - The contract for classification and/or certification of a Unit cannot be transferred neither assigned.

ARTICLE 8

8.1. - The Services of the Society, whether completed or not, involve, for the part carried out, the payment
of fee upon receipt of the invoice and the reimbursement of the expenses incurred.

8.2. - Overdue amounts are increased as of right by interest in accordance with the applicable leg-
islation.

8.3. - The class of a Unit may be suspended in the event of non-payment of fee after a first unfruitful
notification to pay.

ARTICLE 9

9.1. - The documents and data provided to or prepared by the Society for its Services, and the information
available to the Society, are treated as confidential. However:

• "Clients have access to the data they have provided to the Society and, during the period of classifica-
tion of the Unit for them, to the classification file consisting of survey reports and certificates which 
have been prepared at any time by the Society for the classification of the Unit ;

• "copy of the documents made available for the classification of the Unit and of available survey reports 
can be handed over to another Classification Society, where appropriate, in case of  the Unit's transfer 
of class;

• "the data relative to the evolution of the Register, to the class suspension and to the survey status of 
the Units, as well as general technical information related to hull and equipment damages, may be 
passed on to IACS (International Association of Classification Societies) according to the association 
working rules;

• "the certificates, documents and information relative to the Units classed with the Society may be 
reviewed during certificating bodies audits and are disclosed upon order of the concerned governmen-
tal or inter-governmental authorities or of a Court having jurisdiction.

The documents and data are subject to a file management plan.

ARTICLE 10

10.1. - Any delay or shortcoming in the performance of its Services by the Society arising from an event
not reasonably foreseeable by or beyond the control of the Society shall be deemed not to be a breach of
contract.

ARTICLE 11

11.1. - In case of diverging opinions during surveys between the Client and the Society's surveyor, the So-
ciety may designate another of its surveyors at the request of the Client. 

11.2. - Disagreements of a technical nature between the Client and the Society can be submitted by the
Society to the advice of its Marine Advisory Committee.

ARTICLE 12
12.1. - Disputes over the Services carried out by delegation of Governments are assessed within the
framework of the applicable agreements with the States, international Conventions and national rules.
12.2. - Disputes arising out of the payment of the Society's invoices by the Client are submitted to the Court
of Nanterre, France, or to another Court as deemed fit by the Society.
12.3. - Other disputes over the present General Conditions or over the Services of the Society are
exclusively submitted to arbitration, by three arbitrators, in London according to the Arbitration
Act 1996 or any statutory modification or re-enactment thereof. The contract between the Society
and the Client shall be governed by English law.

ARTICLE 13

13.1. - These General Conditions constitute the sole contractual obligations binding together the
Society and the Client, to the exclusion of all other representation, statements, terms, conditions
whether express or implied. They may be varied in writing by mutual agreement. They are not var-
ied by any purchase order or other document of the Client serving similar purpose.
13.2. - The invalidity of one or more stipulations of the present General Conditions does not affect the va-
lidity of the remaining provisions. 
13.3. - The definitions herein take precedence over any definitions serving the same purpose which may
appear in other documents issued by the Society.
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NI 603, Ch 1, Sec 1
SECTION 1 GENERAL

1 General 

1.1 Application

1.1.1  This Guidance Note gives requirements applicable to
fully submerged Current and Tidal Turbines (CTT) installed
on the seabed with a view at their assessment and certifica-
tion by the Society at the request of the Client.

This Guidance Note applies to the following type of CTT:

• current turbines that use submarine current power

• tidal turbines that use tidal power

• current turbines that use water power at the mouth of
rivers.

1.1.2  This Guidance Note applies to CTT with:

• blades attached to a central hub or open-centre turbine

• belted or unbelted blades

• pitch system or not

• horizontal or vertical axis.

Other types of CTT can be considered on a case by case
basis by the Society.

1.2 Definitions

1.2.1  Current or Tidal Turbine (CTT)
The CTT is an electricity production unit using current or
tidal power.

The main components of a CTT are (see  Fig 1):

• the rotor,

composed of blades with or without duct (also known
as “shroud” or “venturi”) and central hub or cen-
tral/external bearing (for open-centre turbines)

Note 1: The hub is the central part of the rotor which allows the
connection between the blades and the shaft.

• the nacelle,

structural part enclosing mechanical and electrical com-
ponents such as generator, converter, brake, gearbox
(optional), etc.

Note 2: The turbine is defined as the rotor-nacelle assembly.

• the support structure,

including substructure and its foundations.

1.2.2  Society
Society means Bureau Veritas with which the CTT is
assessed or certified.

1.2.3  Client
Client means the party applying for assessment or certifica-
tion.

Figure 1 : Components of a current or tidal turbine

1.2.4  Rules

Rules means Rules to comply with as specified by this
Guidance Note.

1.2.5  Assessment

Assessment means the review by the Society of documents,
procedures or other items submitted by the Client verifying
solely their compliance with this Guidance Note, or other
designated referential where requested by the Client and
accepted by the Society.

2 Principles of assessment and 
certification

2.1 Process

2.1.1  The assessment and certification process of a CTT
consists of the approval of plans, fabrication surveys, checks
and tests intended to demonstrate that rules and standards
requirements are met (see [2.2]).

Procedures for prototype, component, type and project cer-
tification are detailed in Sec 2.

2.1.2  The Society may consider the acceptance of alterna-
tives to these Rules, provided that they are deemed to be
equivalent to the Rules to the satisfaction to the Society.

2.1.3  If National Authorities requirements differ from the
requirements of the present Guidance Note, the National
Authorities requirements will prevail on the Society Rules.
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NI 603, Ch 1, Sec 1
2.2 Rules and standards

2.2.1  In addition to the requirements of this Guidance
Note, the various elements of the design, manufacture,
assembly, transportation, installation, commissioning, oper-
ation and maintenance of a CTT are to meet, as far as prac-
ticable, the applicable requirements of the following Rules
and standards, or any other designated documents provid-
ing an equivalent level of safety where requested by the Cli-
ent and accepted by the Society.

2.2.2  Rules
• NR216, Rules on Materials and Welding for the Classifi-

cation of Marine Units

• NR445, Rules for the Classification of Offshore Units

Hereafter referred as the Offshore Rules.

2.2.3  Guidance Notes and Rule Notes
• NI423, Corrosion Protection of Steel Offshore Units and

Installations

• NR426, Construction Survey of Steel Structures of Off-
shore Units and Installation

• NR493, Rules for the Classification of Mooring Systems
for Permanents Offshore Units

• NI525, Risk Based Qualification of New Technology -
Methodological Guidelines

• NR561, Hull in Aluminium Alloys, Design Principles,
Construction and Survey

• NR595, Classification of Offshore Handling Systems

• NI605, Geotechnical and Foundation Design.

2.2.4  Related standards
• Relevant API (American Petroleum Institute) standards

• Relevant IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
standards, in particular IEC 62600 series, Marine energy -
Wave, tidal and other water current converters (draft)

• Relevant ISO (International Organization for Standard-
ization) standards, in particular ISO 29400 series, Ships
and marine technology - Offshore wind energy - Ports
and marine operations (draft)

• Other relevant standards.

3 Documents to be submitted

3.1 Plans and documents to be submitted 
for assessment and certification

3.1.1  The structural plans and documents to be submitted
for assessment are the following:

• arrangements drawings

• structural drawings of the turbine, including blades

• structural drawings of the support structure, including
foundation drawings

• loading manual defined in Sec 3, [1.1.3]

• details of anchoring system (e.g. mooring pattern, moor-
ing line composition, anchor drawings), when relevant.

3.1.2  The electrical documents to be submitted for assess-
ment are the following:

• general arrangement of electrical installation showing the
location of the connection equipment, cabinets, routing
of the cables, movable parts, openings and accesses

• single line diagram of power circuit from generator to
network

• calculation of short-circuit currents for each circuit with
electrical source greater than 500kVA

• schematic diagram of power, control, alarm and safety
circuits

• details specifications of generator, convertor, trans-
former, cables, connectors

• program of testing at manufacturers' works, initial sur-
veys and trials.

3.1.3  The following documents related to the different life
cycle phases of the CTT are to be submitted to the Society
for approval:

• manufacturing documentation as defined in App 1, [2.1]

• commissioning manual as defined in App 1, [4.2]

• inspection and test plan as defined in App 1, [5.1.2].

3.2 Plans and documents to be provided for 
information

3.2.1  In addition to those of [3.1], the following plans and
documents are to be provided to the Society for information:

• general description of the CTT

• client's specification

• reports on site specific conditions (metocean data giving
among others the current velocity profiles, geotechnical
soil characterization, etc.)

• basic engineering documents, specifications of the
installation

• documents related to the CTT primary components
(blades, hub, bearings, gearbox, brakes, generators, etc.),
providing data on their masses, inertia and stiffnesses

• description of principle used for the control and safety
system

• calculation notes covering design load cases

• supporting calculations as necessary to demonstrate the
adequacy of the design for all relevant conditions.

In addition, when direct calculation analyses are carried out
by the Client according to the rule requirements, they are to
be provided to the Society for information.

3.2.2  The following documents related to the different life
cycle phases of the CTT are to be provided to the Society for
information:

• transportation manual as defined in App 1, [3.1.1]

• installation manual as defined in App 1, [3.1.3]

• maintenance manual as defined in App 1, [5.1.1].

3.3 Additional documents

3.3.1  The Society may request the submission of any addi-
tional documents found relevant for the assessment of struc-
tural elements and electrical system, equipment or
components.
12 Bureau Veritas May 2015



NI 603, Ch 1, Sec 2
SECTION 2 CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE

1 General

1.1 Application

1.1.1  Prototype certification

Prototype certification, described in [2.1], is applicable for
the first CTT of a new generation, before the prototype is
installed at sea.

Note 1: As the design might still encounter large evolutions, type
certification is not recommended.

1.1.2  Component certification

Component certification, described in [2.2], is applicable
for CTT components that are likely to be used in multiple
projects. In such cases, a specific component certification
can avoid the repetition of design evaluations for each proj-
ect, as long as the external conditions are not more severe
than those specified in the Component Certificate.

1.1.3  Type and Project certification

CTT can be divided in two main parts:

• a “generic part”, which is not specific to a given site: the
turbine and part of the support structure

• a “site-specific part”, which is designed and manufac-
tured specifically for a given site: remaining part of the
support structure including foundations.

As a guidance, type certification, described in [2.3], is
applicable for the “generic part” of a standard commercial
CTT, considering a series of units of common design and
manufacture. Conformity of the CTT is checked according
to specified environmental conditions, corresponding to a
specific load envelope. Consequently type certification can
avoid the repetition of the certification procedure for each
project, as long as the environmental conditions are not
more severe than those specified in the Type Certificate.

Project certification, described in [2.4], is applicable for the
“site-specific part” of the CTT, as it is optimized for every
site based on the local current and soil conditions.

Selection of parts to be covered by type certification or proj-
ect certification is to be agreed by the Society on a case by
case basis.

1.2 Certificate delivery

1.2.1  At the end of each certification procedure (prototype,
component, type or project certification), a certificate,
attesting to the conformity and correctness of all mandatory
and, if applicable, optional modules, is to be issued by the

Society along with the final evaluation report. Delivery of
the certificate is subject to the completion of all the manda-
tory modules by the Client.

Each module of the certification procedure, once validated,
is to be concluded by an evaluation report and a conformity
statement.

2 Certification methodology

2.1 Prototype certification

2.1.1  Objective

The purpose of prototype certification is to verify the safety
and structural integrity of the first CTT of a new generation,
before the prototype can be installed at sea.

The general plausibility and safety of the CTT design is
assessed, with focus on previously identified risk areas.

Note 1: On a case by case basis, commissioning surveillance and
compliance of sea trials with the test plan defined beforehand may
be included in the Prototype Certificate delivered by the Society.

2.1.2  Prototype Certificate

The delivery of the Prototype Certificate is subject to the
requirements of [1.2.1].

The Prototype Certificate issued by the Society has a maxi-
mum validity period of 3 years.

2.1.3  Prototype certification scheme

Main modules of the Prototype certification scheme defined
in Fig 1 are detailed from [2.1.4] to [2.1.8]. 

Figure 1 : Prototype certification scheme
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NI 603, Ch 1, Sec 2
2.1.4  Risk assessment
The risk assessment module aims at identifying systemati-
cally:
• hazardous situations, such as collision or climatic

extremes, and their possible causes and effects induced
on asset integrity, personal safety and environment

Note 1: HAZard IDentification (HAZID) or equivalent risk assess-
ment method is recommended.

• components failures: failure modes and their possible
causes and effects induced on asset integrity, personal
safety and environment.

Note 2: Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) or
equivalent risk assessment method is recommended.

Appropriate detection, prevention and mitigation measures
are to be identified and deployed by the Client to ensure
safety of the CTT.

The risk assessment documents submitted by the Client are
to be reviewed by the Society, ensuring that the selected
methodology has been correctly implemented and that no
major hazards remain unaddressed.

2.1.5  Design assessment
The design assessment module of prototype certification is a
simplified design evaluation module from Type certifica-
tion, described in [2.3.6], with focus on loads and major
structural components. Particular attention will be paid to
risk areas identified through the initial risk assessment
described in [2.1.4].

The design assessment module is only based on documen-
tation review by the Society.

2.1.6  Prototype testing
The prototype testing module is constituted of the following
submodules:
• review of the prototype sea trial specifications
• review of the previous tests performed (e.g. tank tests on

small-scale device), if applicable.

2.1.7  Commissioning surveillance
The commissioning surveillance is an optional module of
the prototype certification procedure. On a case by case
basis, the commissioning of the prototype may be surveyed
by the Society at the request of the Client.

2.1.8  Review of sea trials
The review of prototype testing at sea is an optional module
of the prototype certification procedure. On a case by case
basis, compliance of sea trials reports with the specifica-
tions defined in [2.1.6] may be assessed by the Society and
included in the Prototype Certificate at the request of the
Client.

2.2 Component certification

2.2.1  Objective
The purpose of component certification is to confirm that a
major component of a specific type is designed, docu-
mented and manufactured in conformity with design
assumptions, specific standards and other technical require-
ments.

2.2.2  Component Certificate
The delivery of the Component Certificate is subject to the
requirements of [1.2.1].

The Component Certificate issued by the Society has a max-
imum validity period of 5 years.

2.2.3  Component certification scheme
Component certification consists of the modules presented
in Fig 2.

As component certification modules are identical to the
type certification procedure, these modules are detailed
from [2.3.5] to [2.3.9].

Figure 2 : Component certification scheme

2.3 Type certification

2.3.1  Objective
Type certification considers the same modules as compo-
nent certification, but applied to the complete CTT. As such,
components that are already certified are easily integrated
into the type certification procedure.

The purpose of type certification is to confirm that the CTT
type is designed, documented and manufactured in confor-
mity with design assumptions, specific standards and other
technical requirements. Demonstration provided by the Cli-
ent that it is possible to install, operate and maintain the
CTT in accordance with the design documentation is
required.

2.3.2  Type Certificate
The delivery of the Type Certificate is subject to the require-
ments of [1.2.1].

The Type Certificate issued by the Society has a maximum
validity period of 5 years, subject to the review of the
annual report provided by the Client and the periodic
review of manufacturing evaluation conformity statement.
The frequency of the review is to be agreed by the Society
on a case by case basis. As a guidance, a typical 2-year
interval might be considered.

Design Basis
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Design evaluation
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Any modification of the design, procedures or specifica-
tions by the Client is to be reported without delay to the
Society with all documentation affected by the modifica-
tion. Potential extension of the Type Certificate is to be
decided by the Society on a case by case basis.

2.3.3  Type certification scheme

Main modules of the Type certification scheme defined in
Fig 3 are detailed from [2.3.4] to [2.3.9].

Figure 3 : Type certification scheme

2.3.4  Risk assessment

The risk assessment module is a mandatory step for innova-
tive CTT designs. In some cases, a simple update of risk
assessments performed within prototype certification will
be required. This module aims at identifying systematically:

• hazardous situations, such as collision or climatic
extremes, their possible causes and effects induced on
asset integrity, personal safety and environment

Note 1: HAZard IDentification (HAZID) or equivalent risk assess-
ment method is recommended.

• components failures: failure modes, their possible
causes and effects induced on asset integrity, personal
safety and environment.

Note 2: Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) or
equivalent risk assessment method is recommended.

Appropriate detection, prevention and mitigation measures
are to be identified and deployed by the Client to ensure
safety of the CTT.

The risk assessment documents submitted by the Client are
to be reviewed by the Society, ensuring that the selected
methodology has been correctly implemented and that no
major hazards remain unaddressed.

2.3.5  Design basis evaluation

The purpose of the design basis evaluation module is to
examine that the design basis is properly documented by
the Client and sufficient for a safe design of the CTT type.

The design basis aims at identifying all requirements,
assumptions and methodologies provided by the Client,
which are essential for the design and the design documen-
tation, including:

• codes and standards

• additional requirements or deviations from these codes
and standards when required (see [3.5]) and additional
requirements for CTT components which are not cov-
ered by existing codes and standards (see [3.4])

• design parameters, assumptions, methodologies and
principles

• other requirements, e.g. for manufacture and commis-
sioning as well as for operation and maintenance.

This module relies on the risk-based methodology devel-
oped in [3] for the definition of the reference set of certifica-
tion requirements. Based on results from the risk assessment
module in [2.3.4], the qualification procedure detailed in
NI 525 “Risk Based Qualification of New Technology -
Methodological Guidelines” is recommended to address
CTT components that are not fully covered by existing
codes and standards.

2.3.6  Design evaluation

The purpose of the design evaluation module is to examine
whether the CTT type is designed and documented by the
Client in conformity with the design assumptions, specific
standards and other technical requirements listed in [2.3.5].

The design evaluation module contains additional sub-
modules detailed in Fig 4 that are specific to each compo-
nent and design process.

The design evaluation module is constituted of the follow-
ing submodules:

• load envelope check through the review of behaviour
and load calculations submitted to the Society, includ-
ing independent analysis by the Society where deemed
necessary

• design review of structural, mechanical and electrical
components based on the validated load envelope

• review of design documentation such as calculation
notes, drawings, specifications...

Independent analytical and/or numerical calculations may
be performed by the Society for verification purpose, typi-
cally for blades and major structural components.

Note 1: Preliminary assessments on long-term degradation mecha-
nisms such as fatigue, corrosion, scouring, etc. are recommended.
Investigations should come to general applicability limitation crite-
ria and prevent late invalidation of the design feasibility during site-
specific assessments of project certification (see [2.4.8]).
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Figure 4 : Design evaluation module

2.3.7  Manufacturing evaluation

The manufacturing evaluation module aims at assessing
whether the manufacturer is able to build a specific CTT
type in conformity with the documentation design verified
by the Society during the design evaluation step. This evalu-
ation includes the following elements:

• review of the manufacturing plan and procedures

• quality system evaluation: conformity with ISO 9001 or
ad-hoc evaluation of the quality system in place

• manufacturing inspection: the manufacture of one rep-
resentative specimen is attended by the Society to check
that all requirements regarding critical components and
manufacturing processes are correctly implemented in
production and assembly. Inspections by the Society are
to be planned for each component and for the global
integration within the final CTT.

Note 1: Additional guidances for the completion of the manufac-
turing evaluation module are provided in App 1, [2].

2.3.8  Type testing

The type testing module is constituted of the following sub-
modules, detailed in Fig 5. Type testing reports are to be
submitted to the Society for approval. At the convenience of
the Society, attendance of tests may be required.

• safety and function tests: the purpose of this simple test
is to check that the CTT under test displays the behavior
predicted by the Client in the design

• power performance measurements: these measurements
should allow the Client to document a measured power
curve for the CTT type

• blade tests: the purpose of blade tests is to check blade
structural design and to assess the suitability of manu-
facturing processes

• (optional) load measurements: the purpose of load mea-
surements conducted by the Client is to validate design
calculations and to determine the magnitude of loads
under specific conditions

Figure 5 : Type testing module

• (optional) power quality tests: the purpose of these mea-
surements is to document the characteristic quality of
the power generated by the CTT type

• (optional) low-voltage-ride-through measurements: the
purpose of these measurements is to document the low-
voltage-ride-through capabilities of the CTT type.

2.3.9  Final evaluation

The purpose of final evaluation is to provide documentation
of all the findings required for the evaluation of the ele-
ments leading to the Type Certificate.

The final evaluation report issued by the Society consists of:

• reference list of all supporting product documentation
provided by the Client for the type certificate

• report of whether the detailed documentation is com-
plete and whether the type test results confirm all rele-
vant requirements set out in the design documentation

• review of transportation and installation procedures, to
check that the CTT structural strength is not affected nor
fatigue damage is accumulated

• review of the final product documentation, including
drawings, component lists, procurement specifications
and manuals, to confirm that this is consistent with the
manufacturing evaluation report and with the support-
ing design calculations and relevant design assump-
tions.
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2.4 Project certification

2.4.1  Objective
The purpose of project certification is to evaluate whether a
specific CTT farm, including type-certified units and possi-
bly other auxiliary installations, is designed and built taking
into account the external conditions at the intended loca-
tion and in conformity with National Authorities require-
ments, applicable standards, construction and electrical
codes and other relevant site-specific requirements.

The process covers the whole lifecycle of the project,
including manufacturing, transportation, installation, com-
missioning, operation and maintenance, with the exception
of decommissioning. Requirements for decommissioning
are usually specified by local regulations and are project-
specific.

2.4.2  Project Certificate
The delivery of the Project Certificate is subject to the
requirements of [1.2.1].

If there is no Type Certificate for the CTT under consider-
ation, the mandatory module type certificate within project
certification, see  Fig 6, shall be fulfilled by the Client, and
hence the mandatory modules of type certification covered
by the project certification shall be evaluated by the Society
with respect to the specific project and site-specific condi-
tions.

The validity period of the Project Certificate is to be agreed
by the Society on a case by case basis, aiming at covering
the lifetime of the CTT farm. The Project Certificate validity
is subject to the periodic inspections outcomes and the
annual review of monitoring, operation, maintenance and
repair reports provided by the Client.

Any outstanding issue as well as the actions undertaken to
resolve it shall be reported without delay to the Society for
evaluation. Resulting CTT inspections may be required at
the convenience of the Society. Any modification of the
CTT design, procedures or specifications by the Client is to
be reported without delay to the Society with all documen-
tation affected by the modification. Potential extension of
the Project Certificate is to be decided by the Society on a
case by case basis.
Note 1: Additional guidances on the Project Certificate validity are
provided in [2.4.13] and App 1, [5].

2.4.3  Project certification scheme
The complete project certification scheme is presented in
Fig 6. Each module is detailed from [2.4.4] to [2.4.13]. 

2.4.4  Site conditions assessment
The purpose of the site conditions assessment module is to
examine whether the environmental (current, waves, etc.),
electrical and soil (geotechnical and earthquake) properties
at a site conform to the parameter values defined in the
design documentation.

The module consists at least of:

• review of site surveys specifications

• review of final deliverables

• derivation of design parameters (e.g. geotechnical inter-
pretation).

Figure 6 : Project certification scheme

2.4.5  Risk assessment

The risk assessment module is a mandatory step for innova-
tive CTT projects. In some cases, a simple update of risk
assessments performed within prototype or type certifica-
tion will be required. This module aims at identifying sys-
tematically:

• hazardous situations, such as collision or climatic
extremes, their possible causes and effects induced on
asset integrity, personal safety and environment

Note 1: HAZard IDentification (HAZID) or equivalent risk assess-
ment method is recommended.

• components failures: failure modes, their possible
causes and effects induced on asset integrity, personal
safety and environment.

Note 2: Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) or
equivalent risk assessment method is recommended.

Appropriate detection, prevention and mitigation measures
are to be identified and deployed by the Client to ensure
safety of the CTT.

The risk assessment documents submitted by the Client are
to be reviewed by the Society, ensuring that the selected
methodology has been correctly implemented and that no
major hazards remain unaddressed.
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2.4.6  Design basis evaluation

The purpose of the design basis evaluation module is to
examine that the design basis is properly documented by
the Client and sufficient for a safe design and execution of
the project. The design basis established during prototype
or type certification can be used as a basis, with the imple-
mentation of project-specific requirements.

The design basis aims at identifying all requirements,
assumptions and methodologies provided by the Client,
which are essential for the design and the design documen-
tation, including:

• codes and standards

• additional requirements or deviations from these codes
and standards when required (see [3.5]) and additional
requirements for CTT components which are not cov-
ered by existing codes and standards (see [3.4])

• design parameters, assumptions, methodologies and
principles

• other requirements, e.g. for manufacture and commis-
sioning as well as for operation and maintenance.

This module relies on the risk-based methodology devel-
oped in [3] for the definition of the reference set of certifica-
tion requirements. Based on results from the risk assessment
module in [2.4.5], the qualification procedure detailed in
NI 525 “Risk Based Qualification of New Technology -
Methodological Guidelines” is recommended to address
CTT components that are not fully covered by existing
codes and standards.

2.4.7  Site-specific load assessment

The site-specific load assessment module aims at verifying
the site-specific loads and load effects on the complete CTT
structure, including the certified “generic part” and the
“site-specific” support structure and supporting soils.

This module includes:

• site-specific load calculations review, based on mea-
sured environmental conditions

• assessment of any difference between the site-specific
loads and the design load envelope assumed for the
type certification, if any

• further load analyses performed by the Client, when rel-
evant.

2.4.8  Site-specific design assessment

The site-specific design assessment module aims at review-
ing the CTT design with regard to the site-specific loads
assessed in [2.4.7]:

• type-certified design: design review is only required if
design modifications have been made compared to the
Type Certificate, or if the design load envelope is
exceeded

• foundations: site-specific design of foundations is evalu-
ated for compliance with the structural standards listed
in the design basis [2.4.6]. Independent analyses may
be performed by the Society for verification purpose.

• (optional) other site-specific installations: this optional
module can include all additional site-specific equip-
ment to be certified as part of the project certification,
such as the Balance of Plant. The exact scope of the
evaluation is to be agreed between the Client and the
Society, depending on the specific installations to be
certified.

2.4.9  Manufacturing surveillance

Manufacturing surveillance will ensure that the intended
quality requirements are met for the specific project, for the
turbine as well as for the site-specific support structure and
other installation. As part of the manufacturing surveillance,
the quality system of the manufacturer is to be evaluated by
the Society and manufacturing inspections are to be
planned.

The manufacturing process is to be witnessed by the Sur-
veyor to check compliance with production requirements.
As an alternative to the systematic intervention of the Sur-
veyor, an alternative survey scheme based on random sam-
pling may be agreed with the Society.

Note 1: Alternative survey scheme is to be regarded as a general
audit which does not replace the attendance of the Surveyor to the
required tests and examinations.

Factory acceptance testing is to be witnessed by the Sur-
veyor, unless otherwise agreed.

Note 2: Additional guidances for the completion of the manufac-
turing surveillance module are provided in App 1, [2].

2.4.10  Transportation and installation surveillance

For information, transportation and installation of the CTT
are not covered by the assessment or certification proce-
dure of the Society. Marine operations should be surveyed
by an appropriate third party on the basis of a documented
program comprising conditions for handling, lifting, etc.
Nevertheless, units and equipment used during transporta-
tion and installation are in principle covered by the classifi-
cation procedure of the Society.

Project-specific transportation and installation procedures
and reports are to be provided to the Society for informa-
tion.

Attendance of a Surveyor during transportation and installa-
tion will be decided at the convenience of the Society, in
order to ensure that the hull and systems are in apparent
good condition after transportation or installation stages,
without visible damage.

Note 1: Additional guidances for the completion of the transporta-
tion and installation surveillance module are provided in App 1,
[3].

2.4.11  Commissioning surveillance

The commissioning of the project is to be surveyed by the
Society, on the basis of an agreed program, to ensure that
the procedures described in the commissioning manual are
correctly and fully implemented.

Note 1: Additional guidances for the completion of the commis-
sioning surveillance module are provided in App 1, [4].
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2.4.12  Final evaluation
The purpose of final evaluation is to provide documentation
of all the findings required for the evaluation of the ele-
ments leading to the Project Certificate.

The final evaluation report issued by the Society consists of:
• reference list of all supporting product and project docu-

mentation provided by the Client for the project certificate
• report of all conformity statements issued by the Society

for the project certification modules for outstanding
issues.

2.4.13  In-service survey
To maintain the validity of the Project Certificate, the Soci-
ety will check that operation and maintenance activities are
performed according to the requirements described in the
respective manuals provided by the Client.

Periodic inspections are to be planned, the interval being
agreed on a case by case basis by the Society.

Monitoring, maintenance and repair reports are to be pre-
sented to the Society annually. At the convenience of the
Society, additional tests and inspections may be required to
maintain the validity of the certificate.
Note 1: Additional guidances for the completion of the in-service
survey module are provided in App 1, [5].

3 Reference set of certification 
requirements

3.1 Objective

3.1.1  A set of certification requirements from codes, stan-
dards, guidelines and qualification assessments is to be
agreed jointly between the Client and the Society.

This set of requirements will form the reference basis for the
prototype, component, type or project certification.

The certification requirements are to be applied for the
design, manufacturing, commissioning, operation and
maintenance of the CTT farm. 

All relevant areas for the project are to be covered, such as
structural design, electrical cables, foundations, marine
operations, etc.

3.2 Risk-based methodology

3.2.1  Collection and analysis of past experience is required
over a long period to build traditional requirements in pre-
scriptive standards. As CTT are still in an emerging stage of
development, the existing record of in-service information
is insufficient to provide a comprehensive set of dedicated
current and tidal standards.

In order to ensure safety and system integrity for these new
technologies, the Client may use existing codes and stan-
dards from Marine Renewable Energy (MRE) and related
sectors combined with a risk-based approach illustrated in
Fig 7 for the most innovative and unknown parts of the CTT.
Risk assessments are to be considered at different levels:

• when there is no existing codes and standards

• when there are codes and standards from related sectors
such as wind energy, shipping or offshore oil & gas, but
they need to be adapted to the specific CTT conditions.

Each step of the methodology is detailed from [3.3] to [3.5].

Figure 7 : Risk-based approach for the definition of the reference set of certification requirements
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3.2.2  The purpose of the risk-based methodology is to
assess the availability and relevance of existing codes and
standards for each CTT component and to provide adapta-
tions or appropriate requirements when necessary.

3.2.3  The resulting reference set of certification require-
ments may contain:

• existing codes and standards

• existing codes and standards with appropriate modifica-
tions when necessary, to adapt them to the specific CTT
context

• additional requirements for CTT components which are
not covered by any existing code or standard.

3.3 Technology assessment and standards 
identification

3.3.1  Breakdown into components

The first step is to breakdown the CTT into components.
Depending on the technology considered and associated
available standards, the level of details of the breakdown
may vary and is to be agreed by the Society.

A functional analysis can be helpful to ensure exhaustive
identification of each component constituting the CTT such
as blades, generator, cables, connectors, etc.

3.3.2  Technology Assessment (TA)

A Technology Assessment (TA) step is to be carried out by
the Client thanks to Tab 1, to identify the maturity and simi-
larity or difference in the operating conditions for each
component identified in [3.3.1]. 

Note 1: Details and examples regarding the application of Tab 1
are provided in Note 1 and Note 2 of [3.5.1] and in NI 525 “Risk
Based Qualification of New Technology - Methodological Guide-
lines”.

Table 1 : Technology assessment scale

3.3.3  Identification of codes and standards

For each component identified in [3.3.1] and assessed in
[3.3.2], an identification of existing standards and whether
they are applicable for the specific CTT conditions is to be
conducted by the Client.

Note 1: Components for which the technology assessment is equal
to 0 (proven technology in similar application conditions) are likely
to be already covered by existing codes or standards applicable in
the specific CTT conditions.

If there are no standards related to the component under
consideration, a risk assessment detailed in [3.4] is to be
conducted by the Client and reviewed by the Society. If

there are standards from related sectors, appropriate modifi-
cations or interpretation may be necessary to adapt their
requirements to the specific CTT conditions [3.5]. These
steps refer to the qualification procedure described in
NI 525 “Risk Based Qualification of New Technology -
Methodological Guidelines”.

3.4 Risk assessment for components with 
no dedicated standards

3.4.1  When no guidelines nor standards are available for a
specific CTT component, neither in the MRE sector, nor in
related sectors; then the qualification steps described in
NI 525 are to be implemented by the Client and reviewed
by the Society.

Potential high risks induced by the component are to be
identified and assessed in terms of frequency and severity of
the consequences. Associated mitigation measures and
qualification activities (calculations or physical tests) are to
be implemented to ensure safety and reliability of the com-
ponent.

The component is considered “safe” once all the individual
qualification activities have been performed by the Client
and reviewed by the Society.

3.5 Risk-based approach for components 
with standards from related sectors

3.5.1  When components are already covered by existing
standards from related sectors such as wind energy, shipping
or offshore oil & gas, their requirements are to be assessed by
the Client, to define whether the specific CTT context devi-
ates or not from their conditions of application.

Potential gaps or over-constraining requirements regarding
CTT projects are to be investigated by the Client. Appropri-
ate modifications or interpretation may be considered to
adapt the requirements, subject to the agreement of the
Society.

As a guidance, the qualification procedure described in
NI 525 is recommended to identify specific failure modes
induced by the CTT conditions. Associated mitigation mea-
sures and qualification activities (calculations or physical
tests) are to be deployed and conducted by the Client to
ensure safety and reliability of the component.

Note 1: For instance, a proven onshore system with associated
standards (e.g. an onshore high voltage cable) will be considered in
different conditions of application if used in marine offshore condi-
tions. Therefore, a detailed assessment about additional failure
modes induced by the marine environment and marine loads is to
be conducted, following the qualification procedure described in
NI 525.

Note 2: Standards for proven systems in offshore conditions (e.g
offshore oil & gas standards) could also require adaptation because
of the different risks induced by a CTT compared to offshore oil &
gas platforms. Potential adaptations are to be discussed with the
Society on a case by case basis.

Technology maturity
Application conditions

Similar Different

Proven 0 1

Limited field history 1 2

New 2 3
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SECTION 3 DESIGN CONDITIONS AND LOAD CASES

1 General

1.1 Principles

1.1.1  Scope
The present Section provides requirements for design loads
applied for structural assessment of CTT.

1.1.2  Design life
The design life of the CTT is to be specified by the Client.

When no duration is specified, a design life time of 20 years
may be considered.

1.1.3  Loading manual
A loading manual of the CTT is to be submitted to the Society.

The loading manual is a document which describes:

• all loading conditions on which the design of the unit
has been based

• all permissible limits and operational limits applied for
the design

• all allowable local loadings for the turbine and support
structure.

2 Design data

2.1 General

2.1.1  It is the responsibility of the Client to specify the fol-
lowing data on which the structural design of the unit is
based, for each loading condition of the CTT as defined in
[3.2]:

• normal operational condition

• extreme condition

• other condition, as applicable to the subject unit.

2.1.2  Data mentioned in [2.1.1] are to include, for each
condition, a description of:

• the general configuration of the unit

• environmental conditions

• any other data, if considered relevant by the Society.

2.2 Operational data

2.2.1  The situation of main equipment and any other rele-
vant parameters defining the general situation of the CTT in
each operational condition are to be specified by the Client,
taking into account their possible range of variation.

The rotational speed of the CTT is to be specified as a func-
tion of the current velocity or as an advance ratio.

2.2.2  When the structural design relies upon the adjust-
ment of operational parameters (e.g. current orientation,
etc.) in specific conditions, the corresponding data are to be
specified by the Client. 

2.3 Environmental data

2.3.1  Environmental data on which the CTT structural
design is based are to be specified by the Client, in accor-
dance with the provisions of the present Guidance Note
and of the Offshore rules, Pt B, Ch 2, Sec 2.

The Society may consider alternatives specifications pro-
vided that the characteristic parameters most pertinent to
the design of the unit are available for the purpose of assess-
ment.

2.3.2  Environmental data are to include:

• data for the extreme condition

• data for the limiting environmental (threshold) condi-
tions considered for each normal operational condition
or any other specific design condition

• long term distribution of environmental data on which
the design of the structure for fatigue is based

• data for any other particular design condition.

The environmental data of the site may be established by site
specific measurements and/or by using numerical models.

Applicable provisions of relevant IEC standards (see Sec 1,
[2.2.4]) are to be applied.

2.3.3  Current specification

The current velocity profiles are to be specified by the Cli-
ent taking into account the contribution of all relevant com-
ponents (circulation, tide, wave and wind). The current
profile is not uniform over the depth water and more partic-
ularly in shallow waters where the current vertical gradient
has an exponential profile.

Bottom or stratified effects are to be clearly stated.

3 Loading conditions

3.1 General

3.1.1  Loading conditions on the basis of which the struc-
tural checks are performed cover all stages of CTT life under
assessment. Various severities of environmental loads are
also considered. 

The categories of loading conditions mentioned in the pres-
ent Note are given in [3.2].
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3.2 Categories 

3.2.1  Transportation and IMR conditions

Transportation and Installation, Maintenance and Repair
(IMR) conditions include:

• dry transit or towing, when relevant

• laying of foundations

• substructure installation

• turbine installation and removal, when relevant

• power cable connection and disconnection with the
current or tidal turbine, when relevant.

For information, transportation and installation phases are
not covered by the assessment or certification procedure of
the Society. However, transportation and IMR conditions
stated above are to be documented. Relevant procedures
and calculation reports, including the definition of loads
and the assessment of hull parts are to be provided to the
Society for information.

Attendance of a Surveyor during transportation and installa-
tion will be decided at the convenience of the Society, in
order to ensure that the structure and systems are in appar-
ent good condition after transportation or installation
stages, without visible damage.

3.2.2  Normal operational conditions

Structure and systems of the CTT are checked against nor-
mal operational conditions covering normal operations of
the CTT on the intended site. Limiting operational parame-
ters (maximum current velocity, maximum wave height and
period, etc.) may be specified by the Client.

3.2.3  Extreme conditions

Structure and systems of the CTT are checked against
extreme conditions in order to determine their serviceability
strength. The structure will be designed to survive extreme
conditions without significant probability of compromising
its serviceability.

3.3 Design environments

3.3.1  General

Design environments are associated to loading conditions
categories defined in [3.2].

Design environments are generally defined in terms of
wind, wave and current loads and may take into account
other relevant parameters influencing on sea level such as
tidal effects and storm surge. 

In the present Note, design environments are characterized
by return periods.

3.3.2  Normal environments

Normal environments are expected to occur frequently dur-
ing unit’s life and are used for the checks of CTT in normal
operating conditions. 

When no limiting parameters are specified by the Client for
various operations of the CTT, the normal environments are
to be associated with a typical return period of 1 year.

3.3.3  Extreme environments

Extreme environments have a low probability of being
exceeded during the life of the unit. The structure is
designed to withstand extreme environments without signif-
icant probability of compromising its serviceability.

For the purpose of the present Guidance Note, extreme
environments are associated with a return period of
50 years.

3.4 Accidental conditions

3.4.1  General

In addition to the loading conditions categories defined in
[3.2], the CTT is to be assessed through relevant accidental
situations, on the basis of the applicable requirements given
in Pt B, Ch 2, Sec 1, [4.3] of the Offshore Rules.

Accidental situations are to be considered to ensure that
local damage does not lead to complete loss of integrity of
the CTT, endangering environment or human lives. The fit-
ness for service of the CTT is not to be guaranted after an
accidental situation.

Accidental scenarios, such as collision with vessels or
debris, are defined on a case-by-case basis, taking into
account the CTT specificities regarding design, operations
and location.

The Society may require appropriate risk analysis to be sub-
mitted, in order to determine applicable loads and the prob-
abilities of occurrence of various events considered through
above accidental scenarios.

3.4.2  Collision with vessels

When collision with vessels is considered as a relevant
accidental scenario, the following provisions may be con-
sidered to provide guidance for the verification of the struc-
ture safety with respect to such events.

The following documents may be submitted to the Society
for information:

• shipping routes analysis and identification of main types
of vessels sailing in the CTT area

• colliding speeds and justification

• colliding energy calculation of the selected colliding
vessels

• structural damage due to the impact and larger conse-
quences for the CTT.

A risk analysis is to be performed taking into account ship
traffic data around the CTT location. The shipping routes
analysis is to identify main trends in terms of types of ves-
sels sailing in the CTT area, destinations, speed, mass and
the associated probability of collision.

The considered limit state is the structural integrity of the
CTT.
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4 Design loads

4.1 General

4.1.1  Design loads which are not defined in this Guidance
Note are, in general, defined in Pt B, Ch 2 of the Offshore
Rules.

4.1.2  The following categories of loads are to be considered:

• fixed loads

• operational loads

• environmental loads

• accidental loads

• testing loads

• transportation and IMR loads.

4.1.3   Appropriate factors can be considered for prelimi-
nary design stages, in order to take into account the uncer-
tainties in estimation of fixed loads and operational loads
and their locations.
Note 1: As a guidance, a factor of 1.20 applied on loads can be
considered for basic approaches.

4.2 Fixed loads

4.2.1  Fixed load or lightweight is the weight of the com-
plete CTT with all permanently attached machineries,
equipment and other items of outfit.

The light weight of the CTT includes the weights, to their
normal working level, of all permanent ballast and other
liquids such as lubricating oil, but excludes the weight of
liquids or other fluids contained in supply, reserve or stor-
age tanks.

Attention is to be paid to the difference between the CTT
weight in air and in water.

4.3 Operational loads

4.3.1  Operational loads are loads associated with the oper-
ation of the unit and include:

• loads induced by the fluid flow on blades, when the
CTT is producting power, as defined in Ch 3, Sec 1,
[4.1]

• centrifugal force as defined in Ch 3, Sec 1, [4.2].

Loads induced by the fluid flow on blades can be deter-
mined by two different ways:

• by lift and drag forces as defined in Ch 3, Sec 1, [4.1.6]
and Ch 3, Sec 1, [4.1.7].

• by pressure as defined in Ch 3, Sec 1, [4.1.8]

4.4 Environmental loads

4.4.1  Environmental loads are loads resulting from the
action of the environment and include loads resulting from:

• current (regular circulation or tide, wave and wind-gen-
erated)

• waves

• ice loads due to iceflow and icebergs, when relevant

• marine growth

• temperature

• scouring and other seabed instabilities

• earthquake when relevant

• wind speed when relevant (towing, lifting...).

Reactions to environmental loads (such as those of founda-
tions or hydrostatic pressure) are to be considered as envi-
ronmental loads.

4.4.2  Loads induced by the fluid flow on the substructure
are defined in Ch 2, Sec 1, [2.1].

Loads induced by hydrostatic pressure are defined in  Ch 2,
Sec 1, [2.2].

When the electrical production of the CTT is interrupted,
loads induced by the fluid flow on blades, defined in Ch 3,
Sec 1, [4.1], are to be considered as environmental loads.

4.5 Accidental loads

4.5.1  Accidental loads are defined taking into account the
definition of relevant accidental condition. The require-
ments of [3.4] are to be considered.

4.6 Testing loads

4.6.1  Testing loads are loads sustained by the structure dur-
ing testing phases, for instance blades bending or nacelle
watertightness as described in Ch 3, Sec 2, [5] when relevant.

4.7 Transportation and IMR loads

4.7.1  Transportation and IMR loads are loads associated
with the transportation, installation, maintenance or repair
phases of the unit and include at least:

• towing loads when relevant 

• lifting forces as defined in App 1, [1.5], when relevant 

• any other relevant loads depending on the considered
marine operation.

5 Load cases

5.1 General

5.1.1  Load cases consist in a combination of design loads
and load parameters applicable for a specified loading con-
dition.

The structure of the CTT is to be designed for at least the
load cases defined in [5.2] to [5.7]. Other load conditions
that would be more critical are also to be investigated.

5.1.2  For the purpose of load combinations, the most unfa-
vourable combinations of environmental elements (current,
wave and wind) directions liable to occur are to be consid-
ered and clearly specified.
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5.2 Load case 1 "normal operation" (power 
production)

5.2.1  The CTT being in production, these load cases refer
to the most unfavourable combinations of the fixed, opera-
tional and environmental loads, including:

• hydrostatic pressure

• loads induced by the fluid flow on blades and substruc-
ture

• centrifugal force.

Loads induced by the fluid flow and centrifugal force are
those corresponding to the maximum rotational speed with
the relevant current velocity (normal operational condi-
tions).

5.3 Load case 2 "extreme" (no power pro-
duction)

5.3.1  Electrical production of the CTT being interrupted,
these load cases refer to the most unfavourable combina-
tions of the fixed and environmental loads, including:

• hydrostatic pressure

• loads induced by the fluid flow on substructure

• loads induced by the fluid flow on blades

• centrifugal force, if relevant.

Loads induced by the fluid flow are those corresponding to
the maximum current velocity of the site (extreme condi-
tions).

5.4 Load case 3 "testing"

5.4.1  The load case 3 "testing" is the condition correspond-
ing to the CTT being tested.

Relevant scenarios and associated loads should be
approved by the Society on a case by case basis.

5.5 Load case 4 "accidental"

5.5.1  The accidental loads are to be combined with the
fixed, operational and associated environmental loads cor-
responding to the nature of each accidental load.

Relevant scenarios and associated loads should be
approved by the Society on a case by case basis.

5.6 Load case 5 “transportation and IMR”

5.6.1  The transportation and Installation, Maintenance and
Repair (IMR) loads are to be combined with the fixed and
associated environmental loads corresponding to the nature
of each marine operation. In particular, environmental
loads resulting from wind speed shall be considered when
relevant.

On a case by case basis, when relevant scenarios and asso-
ciated loads exceed the severity of the other considered
load cases, load calculations and justifications should be
submitted to the Society for review.

5.7 Load cases for fatigue evaluation

5.7.1  For fatigue evaluation, a sufficient number of load
cases is to be considered to correctly model loads acting on
the CTT during its design life defined in [1.1.2], giving due
consideration to:

• the various loading conditions of the CTT

• the direction and the intensity of environmental actions,
as resulting from the long term distributions of relevant
environmental parameters with possible limitations cor-
responding to each of these conditions.

5.7.2  Fatigue evaluation of the support structure should
refer to Ch 2, Sec 1, [2.3].

Fatigue evaluation of the blades should refer to Ch 3, Sec 1,
[8].
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SECTION 4 MATERIALS

1 General

1.1 General

1.1.1  This Section defines the main characteristics, the test-
ing and the manufacturing process to consider for steel, alu-
minium alloys, composite materials and concrete material.

Materials other than specified in the present section will be
evaluated in accordance with applicable recognized stan-
dards on a case by case basis.

1.2 Corrosion

1.2.1  Steel corrosion of the CTT external areas is to be con-
trolled by the installation of cathodic protection systems,
i.e. sacrificial anodes system or impressed current system.
In some cases, corrosion protection of the submerged CTT
can be provided by appropriate coating systems, supple-
mented by one of the above mentioned cathodic protection
systems.

1.2.2  The corrosion addition to be considered for steel
structures is equal to 1mm for each exposed side.

The net thickness, excluding corrosion addition, is to be
considered for the design assessment of steel structures.

1.2.3  A protective coating is to be requested for aluminium
structure in direct contact with sea water, to prevent risk of
uniform corrosion.

1.2.4  Corrosion of the reinforcement in concrete materials
is to be adequately addressed, following the applicable
requirements of [5.1.1].

1.2.5  Protection against galvanic corrosion is to be pro-
vided when materials with different electrode potentials are
used together.

Note 1: For instance, care should be taken when metallic and com-
posite materials, such as carbon fibre, are used together.

2 Steel materials

2.1 General

2.1.1  The characteristics of the steels to be used in the con-
struction of CTT are to comply with the applicable require-
ments of NR216, Materials and Welding.

The requirements of this section assume that welding and
other cold or hot manufacturing processes (parent material
types and welding, preheating, heat treatment after weld-
ing, etc.) are carried out in compliance with current sound
working practice and the applicable requirements of
NR216, Materials and Welding.

2.2 Mechanical properties of steels

2.2.1  The mechanical properties to be considered for steel
are defined in NR216, Materials and Welding and are indi-
cated in Tab 1.

When used in the scantling formula, the material factor k is
to be taken equal to the value defined in Tab 1 as function
of the minimum specified yield stress ReH.

For intermediate values of ReH, k may be obtained by linear
interpolation.

Steel with a minimum yield stress lower than 235 N/mm2 or
greater than 390 N/mm2 are considered by the Society on a
case by case basis.

Table 1 : Mechanical properties of steels

3 Aluminium alloys

3.1 General

3.1.1  The characteristics of aluminium alloys are to comply
with the applicable requirements of the Rule Notes:

• NR216, Rules on Materials and Welding for the Classifi-
cation of Marine Units

• NR561, Hull in Aluminium Alloys, Design Principles,
Construction and Survey.

Materials with different characteristics may be accepted,
provided their specifications (manufacture, chemical com-
position, mechanical properties, welding, etc.) are submit-
ted to the Society for assessment.

3.2 Mechanical properties of aluminium alloys

3.2.1  The mechanical properties to be considered for alu-
minium alloys are defined in NR561 and are indicated in
Tab 2.

When used in the scantling formula, the material factor k
for aluminium alloys is to be obtained from the following
formula:

Minimum yield 
stress ReH, in 

N/mm2

Ultimate minimum 
tensile strength Rm, 

in N/mm2

Material factor k

235 400 - 520 1,00

315 440 - 590 0,78

355 490 - 620 0,72

390 510 - 650 0,68

k 100
Rlim

′
----------=
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Table 2 : Mechanical properties of aluminium alloys

where:

R’lim : Minimum of R’p0,2 and 0,7R’m, in N/mm².

In the case of welding of two different aluminium alloys, the
material factor k to be considered for the scantlings is the
greater material factor of the aluminium alloys of the assem-
bly.

4 Composite materials

4.1 General

4.1.1  The characteristics of composite materials and their
testing and manufacturing process are to comply with the
applicable requirements of NR546, Hull in Composite
Materials and Plywood, Material Approval, Design Princi-
ples, Construction and Survey, and in particular for the:

• raw materials

• laminating process

• mechanical tests and raw material assessment.

5 Concrete materials

5.1 General

5.1.1  For concrete structures of CTT support structure, ref-
erence is to be made to the applicable requirements of stan-
dards for the design of concrete structures in marine
environment, such as:

• ISO 19903 - Fixed concrete offshore structures

• Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures.

Aluminium alloy
Temper

condition
R’p0,2 R’m 

5000 series 0 Rp0,2 Rm

5000 series other values of 0 condition

6005 A (open sections) T5 or T6 0,45  Rp0,2 0,6  Rm

6005 A 
(closed sections)

T5 or T6 0,50  Rp0,2 0,6  Rm

6060 (sections)  (1) T5 0,43  Rp0,2 0,5  Rm

6061 (sections) T6 0,53  Rp0,2 0,6  Rm

6082 (sections) T6 0,45  Rp0,2 0,6  Rm

6106 (sections) T5 0,33  Rp0,2 0,54  Rm

(1) 6060 alloy is not to be used for structural members sus-
taining dynamic loads (slamming and impact loads). 
The use of 6106 alloy is recommended in that case.
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APPENDIX 1 LIFE CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS

1 General

1.1 Application

1.1.1  For information, transportation, installation and spe-
cific maintenance phases are not covered by the assessment
or certification procedure of the Society. Related recom-
mendations provided in this Section are to be considered as
a guidance only.

Units and equipment used during transportation and instal-
lation are in principle covered by the classification proce-
dure of the Society.

1.2 Rules and standards

1.2.1  Rules

Applicable provisions of the following Bureau Veritas Rules
Notes can be applied for CTT:

• NR445, Rules for the Classification of Offshore Units

• NR595, Classification of Offshore Handling Systems.

1.2.2  Related standards

Applicable provisions of the following standards can be
applied for CTT:

• ISO 19901-6 - Petroleum and natural gas industries --
Specific requirements for offshore structures -- Part 6:
Marine operations

• IEC 61400-22 - Wind turbines - Part 22: Conformity test-
ing and certification

• API RP 2A WSD - Recommended Practice for Planning,
Designing and Constructing Fixed Offshore Platforms -
Working Stress Design

• (draft) IEC 62600-2 - Marine energy - Wave, tidal and
other water current converters - Part 2: Design require-
ments for marine energy systems

• (draft) ISO 29400 - Ships and marine technology — Off-
shore wind energy — Port and marine operations.

1.3 Risk assessment

1.3.1  A risk assessment covering the different phases of the
CTT life, such as transportation, installation, commission-
ing, maintenance, inspections or decommissioning, should
be conducted by the Client to identify hazardous situations
and appropriate preventive measures or mitigation means.
The risk assessment documents are to be submitted to the
Society for information.

1.4 Safety

1.4.1  Weather windows for site accessibility
As CTT tend to be located in energetic environments suit-
able for energy extraction (high tidal currents), conducting
marine operations with acceptable weather conditions may
be challenging.

Particular care should be taken to ensure that specific
thresholds for access and operation, such as current veloc-
ity and significant wave height, are respected during sea
transportation, installation, commissioning, maintenance
and inspection phases.

Access should be limited if the conditions to conduct
marine operations are unsafe.

1.4.2  Onshore operations
Because of the harsh environment inherent to any CTT sites,
specific parts of the CTT might be lifted out of the water and
brought ashore prior to conduct inspections or maintenance
activities due to limited safe access for inspection and in-
site working.

1.4.3  Locking of moving parts
All moving parts of the CTT resulting in potential hazards
during marine operations should be secured from uninten-
tional movement, being locked in a safe position.

1.4.4  Emergency procedures
During marine operations, particular attention should be
paid to safety of the operating personnel and appropriate
emergency procedures should be developed.

1.4.5  Navigation
Access to the CTT site may be restricted to external vessels
during specific marine operations such as installation, com-
missioning, maintenance, inspections or decommissioning.

1.4.6  Signalisation
Appropriate lighting and marking should be implemented
on the CTT site, to ensure that the marine operations are
performed in safe conditions.

1.5 Lifting

1.5.1  Lifting, in air and in water, can meet the applicable
requirements of API RP 2A WSD and of other recognized
standards when relevant.

1.5.2  Lifting forces can be imposed on the CTT by erection
lifts during the fabrication, installation and maintenance
phases. The magnitude of such forces should be determined
through the consideration of static and dynamic forces
applied to the structure during lifting and from the action of
the structure itself.
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Lifting forces on padeyes and on other members of the
structure should include both vertical and horizontal com-
ponents, the latter occurring when lift slings are other than
vertical. Vertical forces on the lift should include buoyancy
as well as forces imposed by the lifting equipment.

1.5.3  Padeyes intended for lifting operations should meet
the design requirements of NR595, App 1.

The design load on the padeye, PL, should consider the
dynamic factors, uncertainties related to the cargo and con-
sequence of member failure, as defined in the applied Rule
or Standard.

In particular, the following may be considered:

• uncertainties about the cargo mass or centre of gravity
location

• skew load due to uncertainties on the sling length or
fabrication tolerances

• structural consequence factor, if any

• influence of cargo self-motions

• influence of external conditions

• level of Non Destructive Testing applied on the padeye.

1.5.4  Cranes, hoists and lifting equipment, including all
slings, hooks and other apparatus, should be periodically
tested and approved for safe lifting.

2 Manufacturing

2.1 Documentation

2.1.1  Survey of construction is performed on the basis of
general provisions of Offshore Rules, and particularly those
of Pt B, Ch 3, Sec 6.

2.1.2  The necessary documentation of manufacturing pro-
cesses, testing procedures, quality control, plans of the fab-
rication plants, etc., shall be provided to the Society.

A detailed inspection plan should then be agreed between
the manufacturer and the Society, prior to the inspection,
for the manufacturer to take adequate measures to allow
access to the necessary premises.

2.2 Surveillance

2.2.1  The exact extent and scope of the inspections to be
carried out is to be defined on a case by case basis in agree-
ment with the Society. As a general rule, the manufacturing
inspection of a given component may include:

• survey of the manufacturing of at least one specimen,
this survey will cover all the phases of the fabrication
process, including the non-destructive testing (NDT)
when applicable and the packaging and storage

• verification that design specifications are properly docu-
mented in workshop drawings, workshop instructions,
purchase specifications, fabrication methods and proce-
dures, including in particular special processes, and
welding and NDT procedures when applicable 

• review of the fabrication equipment and personnel
qualifications, in particular for welders, NDT operators
and quality inspectors

• review of the material certificates

• verification of the inspection and test plan and effective-
ness of its application

• witnessing of third party supplier Factory Acceptance
Testing to ensure the integrity of critical components

• random checks of the effectiveness of acceptance pro-
cedures for purchased components

• random checks of manufacturing and testing processes.

Each inspection is to be reported in a detailed inspection
report listing all observations and comments raised by the
Surveyor.

2.3 Quality system evaluation

2.3.1  The manufacturing evaluation presupposes that the
manufacturer quality system is certified to be in confor-
mance with ISO 9001. This system certification shall be car-
ried out by an accredited body that operates according to
ISO/IEC 17021.

If the quality system is not certified, an audit is to be per-
formed by the Society to evaluate the quality system of the
manufacturer.

3 Transportation and Installation

3.1 Documentation

3.1.1  Transportation procedures documented in the trans-
portation manual are to be submitted to an appropriate
third party for approval and provided to the Society for
information.

The description of the transportation process may include:

• technical specifications for the transportation

• limiting environmental conditions

• safety instructions

• transportation arrangement including required fixtures,
tooling and equipment

• transportation loads and load conditions.

3.1.2  Particular documentation may be required in case of
towing of the CTT from the installation harbour to the site.
Provisions of Pt D, Ch 1, Sec 1 [1.7] of the Offshore Rules
may be considered.

3.1.3  Installation procedures documented in the installa-
tion manual are to be submitted to an appropriate third
party for approval, to ensure compatibility with the site con-
ditions and the CTT design. Installation procedures are to
be provided to the Society for information.
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The documentation may include:
• identification of personnel qualifications and skills
• identification of interface points and any required technical

specifications for civil and electrical construction works 
• identification of specialized tooling and required lifting

fixtures or equipment
• identification of limiting environmental conditions
• quality control check points, measurements and inspec-

tions, required by the design
• installation loads and load conditions
• description of safety instructions and planned environ-

mental protection measures
• quality recording and record keeping processes.

3.2 Surveillance

3.2.1  Survey of transportation and installation phases is to
be performed by an appropriate third party by audit or
inspections to verify that the procedures listed in [3.1.1]
and [3.1.3] are correctly implemented.
The scope of the transportation surveillance is limited to the
transportation from the installation harbour to the site.

Transportation and installation of the first series of CTT is to
be witnessed by the Society to ensure that the structure and
systems are in apparent good condition after transportation
or installation stages, without visible damage. Past the first
round of CTT, the transportation and installation surveil-
lance may not be systematic but based on random sam-
pling. The exact sampling rate will be determined on a case
by case basis, depending among other parameters on the
findings from the first round of inspections.

4 Commissioning

4.1 General

4.1.1  The purposes of commissioning surveillance are:
• to ensure that the procedures described in the commis-

sioning manual are compliant with the requirements of the
manufacturer, the design basis and applicable standards

• to verify that the final commissioning of a CTT installed
in a specific project at a specific site is actually carried
out according to these procedures.

4.2 Documentation

4.2.1  Before commissioning, instructions documented in
the commissioning manual are to be submitted to the Soci-
ety for approval.
The commissioning manual is to include at least:
• procedures to commission the CTT
• test plans to be followed to verify that all components of

the CTT operate safely.

Note 1: This part is only necessary if the commissioning manual has
not already been approved as part of the type certification of the CTT.

4.2.2  The commissioning survey is to be followed up by a
final commissioning report to be approved by the Society.

4.3 Surveillance

4.3.1  The commissioning is to be attended by the Society
to ensure safe operation of the CTT, including at least the
following checks:
• functional tests and test of the safety system: normal

start-up, normal shutdown, emergency shutdown,
behaviour at loss of load, behaviour at overspeed, func-
tion test of the protection system

• general appearance and check for damage, in particular
due to transportation or installation phases

• checking of the control system settings
• corrosion protection

The first series of CTT to be commissioned is to be
inspected by the Society, after which the commissioning
surveillance may not be systematic but based on random
sampling. The exact sampling rate will be determined on a
case by case basis, depending among other parameters on
the findings from the first round of inspections.

In addition to these inspections, all commissioning reports
for the CTT whose commissioning has not been attended
are to be reviewed by the Society. Any deviation from the
intended procedures shall be justified, and may involve
subsequent inspections.

5 Maintenance, inspection and test plan

5.1 Documentation

5.1.1  Maintenance instructions documented in the mainte-
nance manual are to be submitted to the Society for infor-
mation.
The maintenance manual may include:
• identification of scheduled maintenance actions includ-

ing inspection intervals and routine actions
• condition-based maintenance strategy, if any, including

monitored components, parameters and associated
maintenance actions

• identification of personnel qualifications and skills
• identification of required specialized tooling, spare

parts and personal protection equipment
• description of access procedures
• identification of limiting environmental conditions
• description of the CTT and of its major components
• start-up, shutdown and re-commissioning procedures
• diagnostic procedures and trouble-shooting guide
• lifting loads and load conditions, when relevant
• repair instructions
• inspection for marine growth and its removal
• maintenance of the scour protection system
• maintenance of the corrosion protection system
• description of emergency procedures
• description of safety instructions and planned environ-

mental protection measures
• description of quality recording and record keeping pro-

cesses.
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5.1.2  A site-specific inspection and test plan is to be sub-
mitted to the Society for approval.
The inspection and test plan shall include at least:
• the components to be inspected
• the type of inspection (visual inspection, NDT, inspec-

tion of the submerged structures, etc.)
• the sampling rate
• the recurrence of the inspection
• the qualification of the personnel performing the inspec-

tion.

5.1.3  Along the life of the project, the maintenance manu-
als as well as the inspection and test plan might be updated
in order to take into account the accumulated field experi-
ence. Any revisions of these procedures shall be submitted
to the Society for review.

5.2 Surveillance

5.2.1  The CTT farm is to be periodically inspected by the
Society to check that the procedures described in the main-
tenance manual and in the inspection and test plan are cor-
rectly followed.
The components covered by inspection may include:
• rotor blades
• drive train, including the gearbox if applicable
• generator
• electrical installations
• safety and control systems
• locking devices and mechanical brakes
• main structural components (hub, nacelle frame, etc.)

• support structure including foundations
• corrosion protection system
• duct, if applicable
• scour protection system, if applicable.

5.2.2  The interval between inspections will be determined
on a case-by-case basis depending in particular on the CTT
design, previous experiences with similar technologies,
maintenance plan, monitoring strategies and the results of
previous inspections. As a guidance, a typical 5-year inter-
val might be considered.

5.2.3  In addition to these inspections, maintenance reports
and records of damage and repairs that may have occurred
are to be reviewed annually by the Society. 
Any outstanding issue shall be reported without delay to the
Society. The situation shall be properly documented as well
as the actions undertaken to resolve it. Any modification of
the original design shall be reported without delay to the
Society for evaluation.

6 Decommissioning

6.1 General

6.1.1  A decommissioning program is to be submitted to the
appropriate local and/or national authorities responsible for
the deployment site.
The decommissioning program is to be compliant with rele-
vant local and/or national regulations, having particular
regard to the requirements imposed by environmental
licensing authorities.
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SECTION 1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Symbols

D : Diameter of the CTT, in m

H : Water depth, in m

ρ : Water density, in kg/m3

vc : Current velocity, in m/s, as defined in [2.1.1].

1 General

1.1 Design basis

1.1.1  The support structure of the CTT is to be designed for
at least the load cases defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5]:

• normal operation, corresponding to the load case 1, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.2]

• extreme condition, corresponding to the load case 2, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.3]

• testing condition, corresponding to the load case 3, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.4]

• accidental condition, corresponding to the load case 4,
as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.5]

• transportation and IMR condition, corresponding to the
load case 5, as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.6].

Other load conditions that would be more critical are also
to be investigated.

1.1.2  The structural design assessment consists on the veri-
fication of the structural integrity. The ultimate, serviceabil-
ity, buckling and fatigue strengths of support structure are to
be assessed by calculations and/or tests.

1.1.3  As specified in Ch 1, Sec 4, [1.2], all thicknesses to
be considered for the design assessment of steel structure
are net thicknesses and they do not include any margin for
corrosion.

1.2 Safety factors

1.2.1  As a guidance, the safety factors or allowable stresses
indicated in applicable Rules listed in [1.3] may be consid-
ered to assess the CTT support structure.

On a case by case basis, the Society may consider alterna-
tive safety factors for the design.

1.3 Rules and standards

1.3.1  The various structural elements of the design of a CTT
substructure are to meet the requirements of this Guidance
Note in addition to the applicable requirements of the fol-
lowing Rules and standards:
• NR445, Rules for the Classification of Offshore Units
• API RP 2A WSD - Recommended Practice for Planning,

Designing and Constructing Fixed Offshore Platforms -
Working Stress Design

• ISO 19902 - Petroleum and natural gas industries --
Fixed steel offshore structures

• ISO 19903 - Petroleum and natural gas industries --
Fixed concrete offshore structures

Note 1: API Recommended Practices are to be applied in case of
pipe structure, NR 445 is to be applied for beam and plate metallic
structure and ISO 19903 is to be applied for concrete structure.

1.3.2  Foundation design is to meet the applicable require-
ments of the following documents:
• NI 605, Geotechnical and Foundation Design
• ISO 19901-4 - Petroleum and natural gas industries --

Specific requirements for offshore structures -- Part 4:
Geotechnical and foundation design considerations

• ISO 19901-2 - Petroleum and natural gas industries --
Specific requirements for offshore structures -- Part 2:
Seismic design procedures and criteria

1.3.3  As detailed in Ch 1, Sec 2, a risk-based approach
may be considered as an alternative or as a complement to
Rules and standards to support the adoption of deviations or
modifications from the rules requirements. In such a case,
the risk assessment documents are to be submitted and
agreed by the Society.

2 Loads calculation

2.1 Loads induced by the fluid flow

2.1.1  The longitudinal force due to the fluid flow F and
applied on the whole unit at the application point, is equal
to, in N:

where:
vc : Current velocity, in m/s, taken equal to the max-

imum value applied among the height of the
turbine for the considered condition, to be
obtained from the current velocity profile (see
Ch 1, Sec 3, [2.3.3])

F 1
2
---ρvc

2 S A+( )=
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S : Rotor area, in m², equal to:

Cd : Drag coefficient of the rotor. In the absence of
data, the rotor drag coefficient is to be consid-
ered equal to 1

A : Total apparent CTT beam cross section area, in
m², equal to:

Csi : Shape coefficient of element i depending on
Reynolds number R. In the absence of data, val-
ues indicated in Tab 1 may be used for perpen-
dicular flow

R : Reynolds number equal to:

L : Beam characteristic linear dimension, (travelled
length of the fluid), in m

μ : Dynamic viscosity of the fluid, in kg/(m.s) taken
equal to 1,07 10−3 for sea water at 20°C.

Table 1 : Shape coefficient

2.1.2  The transversal force due to the fluid flow and the
misalignment of the turbine in the current is to be consid-
ered. A default value of 10° may be taken as a conservative
value.

2.1.3   The moment due to the turbine rotation as calculated
in Chapter 3 is to be considered.

2.1.4  On a case by case basis, the Society may consider the
acceptance of an alternative method proposed by the Client
to evaluate the forces and moment due to the fluid flow.

2.2 Hydrostatic pressure

2.2.1  The hydrostatic pressure Phydro is equal to, in N:

Phydro = ρ g H

The hydrostatic pressure applies only on watertight struc-
tures.

2.3 Fatigue

2.3.1  Fatigue analysis due to cyclic loads is to be per-
formed and submitted to the Society.

Depending on the structure type and material (such as
metallic pipes, beam and plates, concrete...), fatigue
requirements from relevant recognized standards listed in
[1.3.1] are to be applied.

3 Vibration

3.1 General

3.1.1  The Client shall ensure that natural frequencies of the
support structure are outside of the excitation frequencies
due to turbine rotation. Calculations are to be submitted for
maximum speed and any currently used speed.

Added mass of water is to be considered in the eigenvalue
calculation.

4 Foundations

4.1 General

4.1.1  Foundation design of a CTT is to comply with the
applicable requirements of rules and standards referenced
in [1.3.2]. In addition, it is recommended to pay particular
attention as a minimum to:

• scouring

• stability

• seismicity

• sand wave motion

• soil liquefaction

• wake effect.

4.1.2  For fixed CTT, the subsoil has to have sufficient
capacity to bear static and cyclic loadings. Permanent dis-
placements (settlements) and cyclic displacements do not
have to impair the structure integrity, the foundation
strength and the structure serviceability. Stability of the
foundation during the different conditions of the CTT
(installation, operational loads, extreme loadings, abnormal
conditions…) and installation parameters are to be
assessed, such as self-penetration and pile drivability for
driven piles.

Foundation stiffness is to be assessed for dynamic structural
analyses of the structure under cyclic loadings (wind,
waves, earthquake...). Liquefaction potential of soil is to be
assessed.

4.2 Soil investigations

4.2.1  Major risks on foundations are related to uncertain-
ties on the properties of soils and rocks on site. Therefore, it
is recommended to perform relevant investigations to evalu-
ate these risks thoroughly, as recommended by the best
practice:

• consistent soil data are to be provided to mitigate geo-
technical risks during the whole life cycle of the CTT

• in addition to normal life conditions, major geotechni-
cal risks (such as seismicity, sand wave motions, scour-
ing...) are to be determined thanks to soil investigations.
Detailed data for the mitigation of these risks are to be
provided for foundation design.

Structure shape Shape coefficient

Cylindrical Cs = 0,5

Rectangular Cs = 1,5

Elliptical Cs = 0,05

S πD2

4
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n
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R
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4.3 Scouring

4.3.1  Scouring on seabed around foundation footprint may
occur due to vortices induced by current and wave loading
on the soil. This scouring may result in a loss of foundation
capacity and degradation of soil preparations.
Scouring depth is to be evaluated by proper mean and con-
sequences of scouring on the structure are to be assessed.
Guidance on scouring assessment is provided in Sec 3 of
NI605, Geotechnical and Foundation Design.

Specification of scouring protections and associated inspec-
tion and maintenance plans are to be submitted to the Society.

4.4 Stability

4.4.1  In case of no anchoring arrangement, stability of the
foundation is to be checked in terms of:
• sliding
• overturning moment
• bearing capacity.

4.4.2  Sliding
Sliding is to be checked considering the total load applied
on the CTT in normal, extreme and accidental conditions.

4.4.3  Soil analysis
A soil analysis is to be performed in order to determine
embedded condition and friction coefficient if any.

Soil analysis is to be provided to the Society for information.

4.4.4  Overturning moment

Overturning moment is to be checked considering the total
load applied on the CTT in normal, extreme and accidental
conditions.

Stability of the CTT foundation in extreme condition is to be
demonstrated.

4.4.5  Bearing capacity

Bearing capacity is the power of foundation soil to hold the
forces from the superstructure without undergoing shear
failure or excessive settlement.

Bearing capacity of the CTT foundation is to be checked in
normal, extreme and accidental conditions.

Note 1: Foundation soil is that portion of ground which is subjected
to additional stresses when foundation and superstructure are con-
structed on the ground.

4.5 Wake effect

4.5.1  As CTT are supposed to be sufficiently spaced to
avoid negative wake effects on power production, it is also
unlikely that foundations would be impacted. However, on
a case by case basis a site-specific assessment may be
required to ensure that scouring and sedimentation are not
increased by wake effect.
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SECTION 2 MOORING / ANCHORING

1 General

1.1 Application

1.1.1  The guidance and requirements of the present section
are applicable to CTT installed on the seabed and equipped
with mooring/anchoring systems.

1.2 Rules

1.2.1  Mooring/anchoring of a CTT, if any, is to meet the
applicable requirements of NR493, Rules for the Classifica-
tion of Mooring Systems for Permanents Offshore Units.
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SECTION 1 BLADE

Symbols

Cp : Pressure coefficient

D : Diameter of the CTT, in m

I : Length of the profile chord, in m

Lb : Length of the blade, in m

n : Rotational speed of the turbine, in rps, to be
defined by the Client. In the case of the basic
design (see Article [5]), if n is not defined by the
Client, n may be taken equal to:

Nb : Number of blades

p : Geometrical pitch of the turbine, in m

θ0,7Lb : Pitch angle at the distance 0,7Lb at
the forward of the blade root, in deg

P : Pressure, in Pa

Vb : Volume of the blade, in m3

vc : Current velocity, in m/s, as defined in Ch 2, Sec 1

η : Efficiency coefficient taken equal to:

• for rotors equipped with a duct

 η = 0,56

• for rotors without any duct

 η = 0,4

λ : Tip speed ratio, equal to:

ρ : Water density, in kg/m3

ω : Angular speed of the turbine, in rad/s, equal to:

ω = 2πn

1 General

1.1 Application

1.1.1  The guidance and requirements of the present section
are applicable to CTT blades made of steel or aluminium
alloys or composite materials.

1.1.2  As specified in Ch 1, Sec 4, [1.2], all thicknesses to
be considered for the design assessment of steel structure
are net thicknesses and they do not include any margin for
corrosion.

2 Principles of structural design

2.1 Design basis

2.1.1  Blades of the CTT are to be designed for at least the
load cases defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5]:

• normal operation, corresponding to the load case 1, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.2]

• extreme condition, corresponding to the load case 2, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.3]

• testing condition, corresponding to the load case 3, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.4]

• accidental condition, corresponding to the load case 4,
as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.5]

• transportation and IMR condition, corresponding to the
load case 5, as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.6].

Other load conditions that would be more critical are also
to be investigated.

The structural design assessment consists of the verification
of the structural integrity. The ultimate, serviceability, buck-
ling and fatigue strengths of blades are to be assessed by
calculations and/or tests.

2.2 Safety factors

2.2.1  The safety factors or allowable stresses defined in
[7.2] and [7.3] are to be considered to assess the CTT
blades.

On a case by case basis, the Society may consider alterna-
tive safety factors for the design.

3 Philosophy

3.1 General

3.1.1  This Guidance Note is based on two assessment
methods:

• a streamlined method for basic design

• a method for final design.

3.2 Basic design

3.2.1  A streamlined method which assists the Client in the
basic design is described in Article [5].

This streamlined method allows blade pre-scantling on the
basis of the current velocity only.

n
vc

p
----η=

p πDtanθ0 7L, b
=

λ Dω
2vc
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3.3 Final design

3.3.1  The final design is assessed with a method based on
hydrodynamic calculations and finite element analysis as
defined in Article [6].

3.4 Application

3.4.1  The streamlined method described in Article [5] is
applicable only to CTT equipped with blades clamped on the
root side and free on the tip side, for a given pitch position.

The method based on hydrodynamic calculations and finite
element analysis defined in Article [6] is applicable to all
types of CTT.

4 Loads calculation

4.1 Loads induced by the fluid flow

4.1.1  General

The fluid flow around the blades induces pressure loads on
the blade.

In the case of a basic design, loads induced by the fluid
flow are estimated with lift and drag forces defined in
[4.1.6] and [4.1.7].

In the case of a final design, the pressure field, defined in
[4.1.8], is to be obtained from hydrodynamic calculations.

4.1.2  Resultant speed vr

The resultant speed vr is the combination of the current veloc-
ity vc and the angular speed ω, and is equal to, in m/s:

where:

ri : Distance between the calculation point and the
rotation axis of the blade, in m.

4.1.3  Resultant speed angle β

The resultant speed angle β is the angle between the direc-
tion of the resultant speed vr and the rotation plan (see Fig 1)
and is equal to, in deg:

where:

a, b : Axial and tangential induction factors obtained
from iterative process, as shown in Fig 2. 

The initial values of a and b are to be taken
equal to 0. The iteration process is considered
as achieved when the difference in a and b val-
ues obtained from two successive steps of itera-
tions are less than 0,005.

Figure 1 : Characteristic angles of a section

Figure 2 : Iterative resolution process for a and b

The parameters used for the calculation in Fig 2 are the fol-
lowing:

CDmax : Maximum drag coefficient equal to: 

CDmax = 1,11 + 0,018 AR

AR : Aspect ratio of the blade equal to:

vr vc
2 ωri( )2+=
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A, B : Coefficients equal to:

CLs : Lift coefficient at stall onset given by the Client.
If not available, the values indicated in App 1
for some blade profiles can be considered

CDs : Drag coefficient at stall onset given by the Cli-
ent. If not available, the values indicated in App
1 for some blade profiles can be considered

αs : Angle of attack at stall onset, in deg.

σ : Solidity parameter taken equal to:

4.1.4  Angle of attack α
The angle of attack α is the angle between the profile chord
and the direction of the resultant speed (see Fig 1) and is
equal to, in deg:

α = β − θ

where:

β : Resultant speed angle as defined in [4.1.3], in
deg

θ : Pitch angle, angle between the profile chord
and the rotation plan (see Fig 1), in deg.

4.1.5  Lift and drag coefficients CL and CD

Lift and drag coefficients CL and CD are characteristics of the
blade profile. They depend on the angle of attack α defined
in [4.1.4] and the Reynolds number R.

They are to be given by the Client. If not available, the fol-
lowing values are to be considered:

• for α < αs values indicated in App 1 for some blade pro-
files

• for αs < α < 90° values taken equal to:

-

-

where:

CDmax : As defined in [4.1.3]

α : As defined in [4.1.4].

4.1.6  Lift force L

The lift force L is perpendicular to the resultant speed direc-
tion (see Fig 3) and is equal to, in N:

where:

Sxy : Projected area of the blade in the xy-plan (see
Fig 4), in m2

vr : Resultant speed as defined in [4.1.2], in m/s

CL : Lift coefficient as defined in [4.1.5].

4.1.7  Drag force D

The drag force D is parallel to the resultant speed direction
(see Fig 3) and is equal to, in N:

where:

Sxy : Projected area of the blade in the xy-plan (see
Fig 4), in m2

vr : Resultant speed as defined in [4.1.2], in m/s

CD : Drag coefficient as defined in [4.1.5].

Figure 3 : Lift and drag forces

Figure 4 : Axis of the blade
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4.1.8  Pressure field
On each elementary surface which composed the blade,
the pressure force P is equal to, in N/mm2:

where:

Cp : Pressure coefficient defined in [6.1.9].

4.2 Centrifugal force FC

4.2.1  The blade rotation induces a centrifugal force FC on
each blade which is equal to, in N:

FC = Cw Vb ρ (2πn)2 Lb

where:

Cw : Coefficient depending on the blade watertight-
ness, taken equal to:

• if the blade is watertight: Cw = 0,1

• If the blade is not watertight: Cw = 1,1.

5 Streamlined method

5.1 Application

5.1.1  The streamlined method described in the present
Article is applicable only to CTT equipped with blades
clamped on the root side and free on the tip side, for a given
pitch position. For other blades configurations, provisions of
[6] are to be applied.

5.2 Assumptions

5.2.1  The blade is divided into elements of the same length
d along the axis y (see Fig 5). The element n°1 is located at
the blade root and the element n is located at the blade tip.

Each element i is characterized by its gravity centre CGi , its
pitch angle θi, a lift force Li and a drag force Di, applied to
the hydrodynamic centre CHi of the element i and its own
local axis.

5.2.2  Resultant forces Fx, Fz

Lift and drag forces of the element i can be expressed in the
local axe of the element i. The resultant forces Fxi,i and Fzi,i

are equal to, in N:

• Fxi,i = Li sin αi − Di cos αi

• Fzi,i = Li cos αi + Di sin αi

where:

Di : Drag force, in N, as defined in [4.1.7]

Li : Lift force, in N, as defined in [4.1.6]

αi : Angle of attack, in deg, as defined in [4.1.4].

The resultants forces Fxi,j and Fzi,j of the element i expressed
in the local axes of an element j, are equal to, in N:

• Fxi,j = Fxi,i cos (θi − θj) − Fzi,i sin (θi − θj)

• Fzi,j = Fxi,i sin (θi − θj) + Fzi,i cos (θi − θj)

where:

θi, θj : Pitch angle, in deg, as defined in [4.1.4].

Figure 5 : Division of the blade in several elements i

5.2.3  Hydrodynamic and gravity centres CHi, CGi

The coordinates xCHi,j and zCHi,j of the hydrodynamic centre
CHi of the element i in the local axes of an element j are
equal to:

• xCHi,j = xCHi,i cos (θi − θj) − zCHi,i sin (θi − θj)

• zCHi,j = xCHi,i sin (θi − θj) + zCHi,i cos (θi − θj)

where:

xCHi,i : X-coordinate of the hydrodynamic centre of the
element i in the local axes of the element i,
along the profile chord, at the forward of the
leading edge. In the case of the streamlined
method, xCHi,i = 0,3l

zCHi,i : Z-coordinate of the hydrodynamic centre of the
element i in the local axes of the element i,
along the small axis of the profile of the section.

The coordinates xCGi,j and zCGi,j of the gravity centre CGi of
the element i in the local axes of an element j are equal to:

• xCGi,j = xCGi,i cos (θi − θj) + zCGi,i sin (θi − θj)

• zCGi,j = xCGi,i sin (θi − θj) + zCGi,i cos (θi − θj)

where:

xCGi,i : X-coordinate of the gravity centre, in the local
axis i of the element i considered, along the
profile chord, at the forward of the leading edge

zCGi,i : Z-coordinate of the gravity centre, in the local
axis i of the element i considered, along the
small axis of the profile of the element.
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Figure 6 : Axis of element i

5.3 Global forces and moments

5.3.1  Preliminary calculation

Global forces and moments calculated below are due to the
longitudinal loading of the blade and are applicable for a
blade with pitch angle or not, fixed at the blade root and
free at the blade tip (see Fig 7).

For other boundary conditions, other calculations such as
formulas of material strength or 2D-model software may be
used.

Figure 7 : Global loads

5.3.2  Shear forces Tens xi, Tens zi

The shear forces Tens xi and Tens zi in the element i are equal
to, in N:

•

•

where:

Fxi,j , Fzi,j : Resultant forces as defined in [5.2.2].

5.3.3  Normal force Nens

The normal force Nens is equal to, in N:

Nens = FC

where:

FC : Centrifugal force, in N, as defined in [4.2].

5.3.4  Bending moments Mfens xi, Mfens zi

• The bending moments Mfens xi and Mfens zi in the element
i are equal to, in Nm:

-

-

where:

Fxi,j , Fzi,j : Resultant forces as defined in [5.2.2]

d : Length of the element i along the axis y, in
m, as defined in [5.2.1]

• The bending moments Mfens x0 and Mfens z0 at the fixed
point are equal to, in Nm:

- Mfens x0 = Mfens x1 + Tens z1 d’

- Mfens z0 = Mfens z1 + Tens x1 d’

where:

d’ : Length between the fixed point and the
beginning of the profile section.

5.3.5  Torque moment Mtens yi

The torque moment Mtens yi in the element i is equal to, in
Nm:

where:

Fxj,i : Resultant forces as defined in [5.2.2]

xCHj,i : X-coordinate of the hydrodynamic centre of the
element i in the local axis of an element j, as
defined in [5.2.3]

zCHj,i : Z-coordinate of the hydrodynamic centre of the
element i in the local axis of an element j, as
defined in [5.2.3]

xCGj,i : X-coordinate of the gravity centre of the ele-
ment i in the local axis of an element j, as
defined in [5.2.3]

zCGj,i : Z-coordinate of the gravity centre of the ele-
ment i in the local axis of an element j, as
defined in [5.2.3].

5.4 Local forces and moments

5.4.1  Local forces and moments Tloc zix and Mfloc yix are due
to the transversal loading. The transverse section can be
assimilated to two beams separated by the longitudinal stiff-
ener. The beams can be fixed at only one end or fixed at
their two ends.
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5.4.2  Local forces and moments are due to resultants forces
Fx and Fz defined in [5.2.2] and to hydrostatic pressure
defined in Ch 2, Sec 1, [2.2], if applicable.

5.5 Strength analysis in steel or aluminium 
alloy blade

5.5.1  Assumptions
Stresses are expressed in the local axis of the element i.

5.5.2  Stiffener stresses
The maximum stresses in the longitudinal stiffener are equal
to, in N/mm2:

a) in horizontal side:

•

•

b) in vertical side:

•

•

where:

Tens xi : Shear force, in N, defined in [5.3.2]

Tens zi : Shear force, in N, defined in [5.3.2]

Nens : Normal force, in N, defined in [5.3.3]

Mfens xi : Bending moment, in Nm, defined in [5.3.4]

Mfens zi : Bending moment, in Nm, defined in [5.3.4]

Mfens yi : Torque moment, in Nm, defined in [5.3.5]

Axz : Sectional area of stiffener in xz-plan, in mm2

Ix : Moment of inertia around x-axis, in mm4

Iz : Moment of inertia around z-axis, in mm4

IG : Torsion constant, in mm4

vx : Distance between the section neutral axis
and the top of the stiffener along x-axis, in
mm

vz : Distance between the section neutral axis
and the top of the stiffener along z-axis, in
mm

E : Young Modulus, in N/mm2.

5.5.3  Shell stresses
The stresses in the shell of the blade stiffener are equal to, in
N/mm2:

a) at upper surface:

b) at lower surface:

where:

Mfloc yix : Bending moment, in Nm, defined in [5.4]

Iy : Moment of inertia around y-axis, in mm4

vz : Distance between the section neutral axis and
the top of the stiffener along z-axis, in mm.

5.6 Strength analysis in blade made of com-
posite material

5.6.1  Assumptions

Bending and shear strains of laminates making up the ele-
ment i are calculated at the median plan of laminate. Inter-
laminar shear strains are calculated at the bottom of the
laminate. Strains allow to estimate stresses in each layers.

The mechanical characteristics of individual layers and lam-
inates are to be calculated as defined in NR546, Hull in
Composite Materials and Plywood, Material Approval,
Design Principles, Construction and Survey, or by an equiv-
alent method.

Strains are expressed in the local axis of the laminate as
defined on Fig 8.

Figure 8 : Laminate axis and strains

5.6.2  Stiffener laminate strains

Strains of stiffener laminates expressed in the local axes of
the laminate are equal to, for a rectangular hollow profile:

a) in laminate 1:

γxz1 : Interlaminar shear strain to be calculated as
defined in NR546, Sec 6, [3.3] taking Txz1

equal to, in N:

εy1 = εz1 = γyz1 = 0
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b) in laminate 1’:

γxz1’ : Interlaminar shear strain to be calculated as
defined in NR546, Sec 6, [3.3] taking Txz1'

equal to, in N:

εy1’ = εz1’ = γyz1’ = 0

c) in laminate 2:

γxz2 : Interlaminar shear strain to be calculated as
defined in NR546, Sec 6, [3.3] taking Txz2

equal to, in N:

εy2 = εz2 = γyz2 = 0

d) in laminate 2’

γxz2’ : Interlaminar shear strain to be calculated as
defined in NR546, Sec 6, [3.3] taking Txz2'

equal to, in N:

εy2’ = εz2’ = γyz2’ = 0

where:

Tens xi : Shear force, in N, defined in [5.3.2]

Tens zi : Shear force, in N, defined in [5.3.2]

Nens : Normal force, in N, defined in [5.3.3]

Mfens xi : Bending moment, in N.m, defined in [5.3.4]

Mfens zi : Bending moment, in N.m, defined in [5.3.4]

Mtens yi : Torque moment, in N.m, defined in [5.3.5]

Ex1, Gxy1 : Young modulus and shear modulus calculated
in the element 1 as show on Fig 9, in N/mm2

Ex2, Gxy2 : Young modulus and shear modulus calculated
in the element 2 as show on Fig 9, in N/mm2

[ExAx] : Tensile rigidity equal to, in N:

[ExAx] = 2(Bx ex Ex1 + Bz ez Ex2)

[ExIx] : Bending rigidity according to X axis equal to, in
Nmm2:

[ExIz] : Bending rigidity according to X axis, in Nmm2:

[GxyIG] : Torsional rigidity equal to, in Nmm2:

with:

[Gxy1S1]: Effective shear rigidity according to X axis of the
element 1 as shown on Fig 9 equal to, in N:

[Gxy1S1] = 2Gxy1 Bx ex

[Gxy2S2]: Effective shear rigidity according to Z axis of the
element 2 as shown on Fig 9 equal to, in N:

[Gxy2S2] = 2Gxy2 Bz ez

Figure 9 : Rectangular hollow profile dimension

5.6.3  Shell laminate strains
Strains of shell laminates expressed in the local axis of the
laminate are equal to:

a) strains of laminates at upper surface are equal to:

γxz : Interlaminar shear strain to be calculated as
defined in NR546, Sec 6, [3.3] taking Txz

equal to, in N:

b) strains of laminates at lower surface are equal to:

γxz : Interlaminar shear strain to be calculated as
defined in NR546, Sec 6, [3.3] taking Txz

equal to, in N: 

where:

Tloc zix : Shear force, in N, defined in [5.4]

Mfloc yix : Bending moment, in N.m, defined in [5.4]
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[ExIx] : Bending rigidity according to X axis equal to, in
Nmm2:

[EyIy] : Bending rigidity according to Y axis equal to, in
Nmm2:

d : Length of the element i along the axis y, in m, as
defined in [5.2.1].

5.6.4  Stresses in individual layers

The stresses in the individual layers of laminates making up
the blade are to be calculated as defined in NR546, Hull in
Composite Materials and Plywood, Material Approval,
Design Principles, Construction and Survey, Section 5.

6 Method for final design

6.1 Hydrodynamic calculations

6.1.1  General

The hydrodynamic calculation methodology described in
the present article is provided to the Client as a guidance.
Other methodologies are to be submitted to the Society for
approval on a case by case basis.

6.1.2  Scale of computations

The computations should be performed by the Client at full
scale, as far as possible.

6.1.3  Numerical solvers

The hydrodynamic loads applied on the blades may be
determined with hydrodynamic calculations solving Reyn-
olds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANSE). The
RANSE solvers are more commonly referred as Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solvers.

The CFD solver used for calculations is to be be calibrated
by the Client by comparison of CFD results with experi-
ments on similar applications, and reviewed by the Society.

6.1.4  Geometry

If geometrical simplifications are performed compared to
the manufactured CTT for the purpose of computations, any
induced load difference is to be evaluated by the Client and
reviewed by the Society.

6.1.5  Meshing

The surface mesh of the blade is to be built in order to allow
the transfer of pressure field to a Finite Element Model
described in [6.2], either:

• by splitting the surface mesh used in CFD in parts that
will represents elements in the FEM model, see Fig 10

• by enabling the export of the pressure field from CFD to
FEM model with an adapted file format to be specified
by the Society.

The mesh is to be setup carefully in the CFD model by per-
forming:

• a mesh convergence study with different levels of refine-
ment in the zone around the blade 

• a dimensionless wall distance (y+) adapted to the type of
blade section (symmetrical or not).

Figure 10 : Elementary surfaces of the blade area

6.1.6  Dimensionless wall distance

The dimensionless wall distance y+ defines how the flow in
the boundary layer is computed and is equal to:

where:

u* : Friction velocity at the nearest wall

y : Distance of the first cell to the nearest wall

v : Local kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

In case of flow detachments, meshing with y+ lower than 1
is recommended. Otherwise, the viscous sublayer is not
solved, and the accurate evaluation of detachment is impos-
sible. 

For flow without detachment, meshing with y+ greater than
30 is recommended, in order to keep a reasonable size of
mesh and evaluate accurately viscous forces.
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6.1.7  Input data
The following input data used for CFD computations should
be provided:

• tip speed ratio λ
• boundary conditions and their justifications

• environmental data description such as vertical velocity
profile, turbulence, waves, etc.

• scale of computations if applicable.
Note 1: As a guidance, computations are recommended to be per-

formed at full scale.

6.1.8  Numerical model
Different numerical models can be used to represent the
blades:

• calculation with cyclic model, representing only one
blade and using cyclic conditions on side boundaries

• calculation in full domain, representing all the blades

• calculation in full domain with a sliding grid, when both
fixed and rotating parts are modelled.

On the studied blade or on a similar application, the model
setup should enable to justify:

• convergence of the effects due to the size of the domain,
in order to avoid blockage effects

• choice of the turbulence model (comparison to tank
test, evaluation of the influence of the turbulence
model)

• choice of an unsteady model, unless the flow steadiness
is justified

• timestep convergence

• convergence of residuals (in general should remain

lower than 10-3).

6.1.9  Output data
Depending on the selected meshing option as defined in
[6.1.5], the following data can be delivered:

• pressure fields exerted on the blades, or

• pressure coefficient Cp on the blade pressure and suc-
tion sides.

Pressure coefficients depend on the blade profile and on the
tip speed ratio λ.

6.2 Finite element model

6.2.1  Meshing
Finite element models are generally to be based on linear
assumptions. The mesh is to be defined using shell ele-
ments, with or without mid-side nodes.

Meshing is to be carried out following uniformity criteria
among the different elements.

Most of quadrilateral elements are to be such that the ratio
between the longer side length and the shorter side length
does not exceed 2. Some of them may have a ratio not
exceeding 4. Their angles are to be greater than 60° and less
than 120°. The triangular element angles are to be greater
than 30° and less than 120°.

The number of nodes and elements is to be such that the
stiffness and inertia of the model properly represent those of
the blade structure, and the distribution of loads among the
various load carrying members is correctly taken into
account.

The structural modelling is to be accurate; the mesh dimen-
sions are to be such as to enable a faithful representation of
the stress gradients.

6.2.2  Boundary condition

The complete blade is to be modelled so that the coupling
between torsion and bending is properly taken into account
in the structural analysis.

Blade connection with the hub is to be taken into account
by appropriate constraint nodes.

6.2.3  Loads

Loads determined by hydrodynamic computations in [6.1]
are to be applied on the blade structure with same field
pressure.

6.2.4  Post processing

Stress components are generally identified with respect to
the element co-ordinate system, as shown, by way of exam-
ple, in Fig 11. The orientation of the element co-ordinate
system may or may not coincide with the global coordinate
system.

The following stress components are to be calculated at the
centroid of each element:

• the normal stresses σ1 and σ2 in the directions of ele-
ment co-ordinate system axes

• the shear stress τ12 with respect to the element co-ordi-
nate system axes.

Stresses are calculated for each element. The values of these
stresses are to be used for carrying out the checks required.

In case of composite material, a layer by layer stresses anal-
ysis is to be performed.

Figure 11 : Reference and element 
co-ordinate systems
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7 Static analysis

7.1 Strength analysis

7.1.1  Basic design
In the case of the basic design, the global strength is to be
checked taking into account:

• global forces and moments as defined in [5.3] and

• criteria/safety factors as defined in [7.2] or [7.3] as
applicable.

The local scantling is to be checked taking into account:

• local forces and moments as defined in [5.4] and

• criteria/safety factors as defined in [7.2] or [7.3] as
applicable.

7.1.2  Final design
In the case of the final design, the global and local strength
is to be checked taking into account:

• finite element analysis results as defined in [6.2] and

• criteria/safety factorsas as defined in [7.2] or [7.3] as
applicable.

7.2 Criteria for steel and aluminium alloy 
blades

7.2.1  The admissible stresses for steel and aluminium alloy
blades are defined in Tab 1.

7.2.2  Buckling strength for steel and aluminium alloy
blades is to be justified in agreement with the Society.

Table 1 : Admissible stresses for steel 
and aluminium alloy blades

7.3 Safety factors for blades made of com-
posite materials

7.3.1  General scantling criteria

The blades structure scantling criteria are based on actual
safety factors, equal to the ratio between the stresses
defined in item a) or b) and the actual applied stresses:

a) the theoretical breaking stresses of the elementary layers
used for the full lay-up laminates (defined in Section 5
of NR546, Hull in Composite Materials and Plywood,
Material Approval, Design Principles, Construction and
Survey) and, when applicable

b) the critical stresses of the whole laminate (defined in
Section 6 of NR546).

The actual safety factors are to be greater than the minimum
rule safety factors defined in [7.3.3] for main stresses,
[7.3.4] for combined stresses and [7.3.5] for buckling
stresses.

7.3.2  Theoretical breaking criteria

Three theoretical breaking criteria are used for blades made
of composite materials in this Guidance Note:

a) maximum stress criteria

leading to the breaking of the component resin/fibre of
one elementary layer of the full lay-up laminate taking
into account the safety factor defined in [7.3.3] (see
Sec 2 of NR546, Hull in Composite Materials and Ply-
wood, Material Approval, Design Principles, Construc-
tion and Survey)

b) Hoffman combined stress criteria

with the hypothesis of in-plane stresses in each layer
taking account the safety factor defined in [7.3.4] (see
Sec 2 of NR546)

c) critical buckling stress criteria

applied to the laminate taking account the safety factor
defined in [7.3.5] (see Sec 2 of NR546).

7.3.3  Main stresses

The minimum rule safety factor SF to be applied to main
stresses in each layer, is to fulfil the following condition:

where:

α : Basic allowable stress factor to be taken equal to:

• for load case 1 ("normal operation"):

α = 1,0

• for load case 2 ("extreme")

α = 0,8

• for load case 3 ("testing"):

α = 0,7

• for load case 4 ("accidental") and load case
5 (“transportation and installation”), allow-
able stress factor is to be agreed with the
Society on a case by case basis depending
on the considered scenario.

Type of material Type of design
Design admissible stress 

(N/mm2)

Steel Basic design

Final design

Aluminium alloy Basic design

Final design

Note 1:
k : Material factor defined in Ch 1, Sec 4, [2.2] and  

Ch 1, Sec 4, [3.2]
α : Basic allowable stress factor defined in [7.3.3].

σad
1
α
--- 0 45, 235⋅

k
--------------------------=

τad
1
α
--- 0 35, 235⋅

k
---------------------------=

σad
1
α
--- 0 65, 235⋅

k
---------------------------=

τad
1
α
--- 0 50, 235⋅

k
---------------------------=

σad
1
α
--- 0 45, 100⋅

k
---------------------------=

τad
1
α
--- 0 40, 100⋅

k
---------------------------=

σad
1
α
--- 0 65, 100⋅

k
---------------------------=

τad
1
α
--- 0 60, 100⋅

k
---------------------------=

SF αCVCFCRCl≥
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CV : Partial safety factor taking into account the age-
ing effect of the composites. This coefficient is
taken equal to:

• 1,35 for monolithic laminates and face-skins
laminates of sandwich

• 1,25 for sandwich core materials.

CF : Partial safety factor taking into account the fab-
rication process and the reproducibility of the
fabrication. This coefficient is directly linked to
the mechanical characteristics to be considered
during a composite blade construction and is
taken equal to:

• 1,2 in case of prepreg process

• 1,3 in case of infusion and vacuum process

• 1,4 in case of a hand lay up process

• 1,0 for the core materials of sandwich com-
posite.

CR : Partial safety factor taking into account the type
of load carried out by the fibres of the reinforce-
ment fabric and the core. This coefficient is
taken equal to:

• For fibres of the reinforcement fabrics:

- 2,6 for a tensile or compressive stress
parallel to the continuous fibre of rein-
forcement fabric (unidirectional fabric,
woven roving)

- 1,2 for tensile or compressive stress per-
pendicular to the continuous fibre of the
reinforcement fabric (unidirectional tape
bi-bias, three directional fabric)

- 2,0 for a shear stress parallel to the fibre
in the elementary layer and for interlam-
inar shear stress in the laminate

- 2,0 whatever the type of stress in an ele-
mentary layer of mat type.

• For core materials:

- 2,0 for a tensile or compressive stress for
foam core

- 2,6 for a tensile or compressive stress
parallel to the wood grain for balsa core

- 1,2 for tensile or compressive stress per-
pendicular to the wood grain for balsa
core

- 2,5 for a shear stress (whatever the type
of core material).

Cl : Partial safety factor taking into account the type
of loads. This coefficient is generally taken
equal to:

• 1,6 in the case of the basic design where the
blade is loaded with lift and drag forces

• 1,1 in the case of the final design where the
blade is loaded with the results of the hydro-
dynamic calculations.

7.3.4  Combined stresses

The minimum rule safety factor SFCS, applicable to the
combined stresses in each layer, is to fulfil the following
condition:

where:

α : Basic allowable stress factor, as defined in
[7.3.3]

CCS : Partial safety factor equal to 1,8

CV CF Cl : Partial safety factors as defined in [7.3.3].

7.3.5  Buckling

The minimum buckling rule safety factor SFB, applicable to
the whole laminate panel, is to fulfil the following condition:

where:

α : Basic allowable stress factor, as defined in
[7.3.3]

CBuck : Partial safety factor equal to 1,3

CV CF : Partial safety factors as defined in [7.3.3].

8 Fatigue analysis

8.1 General

8.1.1  Fatigue may be defined as a process of cycle by cycle
accumulation of damage in a structure subjected to cycling
stresses.

8.1.2  The fatigue analysis includes the following steps:

• determination of loads and stresses to define the loading
cycle (see [8.2])

• determination of the fatigue behaviour of material (see
[8.3] and [8.4])

• calculation of the total damage (see [8.5]).

8.2 Loading cycle

8.2.1  The blades of CTT are subjected to cyclic loadings
that can result from both time and space (vertical) variations
of the incoming flow velocity (tidal effects, flow velocity
induced by waves, boundary layer or shear flow effects).
The current velocity may be greater at the top of the turbine
than at the bottom.

8.2.2  The loading cycle is the succession of the cyclic load-
ings and is defined for the CTT design life, defined in Ch 1,
Sec 3, [1.1.2]. It can be represented by a histogram of cyclic
stress. 

8.3 Fatigue behavior of steel or aluminium 
alloy

8.3.1  The fatigue check is carried out in calculating the
total damage ratio D and the safety coefficients.

SFCS αCCSCVCFCl≥

SFB αCBuckCVCF≥
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8.3.2  The fatigue behaviour of steel or aluminium alloy is
described in BS 5400 - Steel, concrete and composite
bridges, Part 10 Code of practice for fatigue.

8.4 Fatigue behavior of composite material

8.4.1  The fatigue check of a laminate is carried out in cal-
culating the total damage ratio D and the safety coefficients
in each layer.

8.4.2  The fatigue behaviour for each individual layer
depends on the type of resin, the type of fibre (material and
direction) and the type of solicitation.

The fatigue behaviour of composite material is represented
by SN curves with as x-axis the number of cycles necessary
of the failure NR and as y-axis the percentage of the theoret-
ical breaking stress (see Fig 12).

Figure 12 : Example of SN curve

8.4.3  For each individual layer, the number of cycles to fail-
ure, for a specific stress level σi, is defined by the equation
above:

where:

σi : Stress level expressed in percentage of the theo-
retical breaking stress of the layer (% σbr).

The breaking stress depends on the amplitude
ratio R:

• when R = −1     σbr = σbrc

• when R = 0,1    σbr = σbrt

• when R = 10     σbr = σbrc

σbrt , σbrc : Theoretical breaking stress of the
layer in tension or compression as
defined in NR546, Section 5

R : Amplitude ratio equal to:

σmin : Minimum stress of the
cyclic loading consid-
ered, in N/mm2

σmax : Maximum stress of the
cyclic loading consid-
ered, in N/mm2

αi : Coefficient given in Tab 2 for information.

Figure 13 : Alternative/reversed stress

Figure 14 : Repeated stress in traction

Figure 15 : Repeated stress in compression
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Table 2 : Coefficient αi

8.5 Total damage

8.5.1  The assessment of the structure in fatigue is based on
the cumulative damage principle.

8.5.2  The total damage ratio D is the sum of each elemen-
tary damage ratio Di corresponding to each specific stress
level σi. The total damage ratio D can be calculated with
the Miner's damage accumulation rule:

where:

ni : Number of cycles of the cyclic loading consid-
ered

NRi : Number of cycles necessary to the failure for
the cyclic loading considered defined in [8.4.3].

8.6 Checking criteria

8.6.1  The total damage ratio D is to comply with the fol-
lowing formula:

where:

SF : Safety factor defined on a case by case basis.

9 Vibration

9.1 General

9.1.1  The Client shall ensure that natural frequencies of
blades are outside of the excitation frequencies due to tur-
bine rotation. Calculations are to be submitted for maxi-
mum speed and any currently used speed.

Added mass of water is to be considered in the eigenvalue
calculation.

9.1.2  Vortex Induced Vibration (VIV)

The vortex shedding frequency fv is to be evaluated using
the following formula, in Hz:

where:

St : Strouhal number depending on the Reynolds
number R defined in Ch 2, Sec 1, [2.1].

In absence of data, blade may be considered as a cylinder
and Fig 16 may be used.

In order to avoid VIV, natural frequency of blades is to be
greater than 1,20 fv.

Figure 16 : Relationship between Strouhal number 
and Reynolds number for circular cylinders. Data from 
Lienhard (1966) and Achenbach and Henecke (1981)

Glass Carbon

Polyester Vinylester Epoxy Polyester Vinylester Epoxy

Unidirec-
tionals

Parallel to the 
continuous fibre

R = −1 0,056 0,043 0,047 0,056 0,043 0,047

R = 0,1 0,059 0,05 0,053 0,05 0,012 0,025

R = 10 0,043 0,022 0,031 0,05 0,012 0,025

Perpendicular to 
the continuous 
fibre

R = −1 0,056 0,043 0,047 ND ND ND

R = 0,1 0,059 0,05 0,053 ND ND ND

R = 10 0,043 0,022 0,031 ND ND ND

Woven rovings R = −1 0,056 0,043 0,047 0,056 0,043 0,047

R = 0,1 0,059 0,05 0,053 0,05 0,012 0,025

R = 10 0,043 0,022 0,031 0,05 0,012 0,025

BI-bias R = −1 0,056 0,043 0,047 0,056 0,043 0,047

R = 0,1 0,059 0,05 0,053 0,059 0,05 0,053

R = 10 0,043 0,022 0,031 0,043 0,022 0,031

Note 1: ND = Not defined
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10 Cavitation

10.1 General

10.1.1  When the local pressure Ploc become less than or
equal to saturation vapour pressure of the sea water Pv, the
risk of cavitation can occur.

The local pressure Ploc is equal to, in N/m2:

where:

Patm : Atmospheric pressure, in N/m2 

g : Gravitational force, in m/s2

H : Depth of the CTT, in m
ICpI : Minimum absolute value of pressure coeffi-

cients defined in [6.1.9].

The saturation vapour pressure of the sea water Pv, in N/m2, is
defined in Tab 3, as a function of the sea water temperature.

Table 3 : Saturation vapour pressure of 
the sea water, in N/m²

Ploc Patm ρgH 1
2
---ρ Cp vc

2+ += Temperature, in °C

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

5,96 8,56 12,05 16,73 22,94 31,09 41,66 52,21
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SECTION 2 HUB AND NACELLE

1 General

1.1 Application

1.1.1  The requirements of this Section are applicable to the
structural design of hub and nacelle of CTT, as defined in
Ch 1, Sec 1, [1.2.1].

1.1.2  As specified in Ch 1, Sec 4, [1.2], all thicknesses to be
considered for the design assessment of steel structure are net
thicknesses and they do not include any margin for corrosion.

2 Principles of structural design

2.1 Design basis

2.1.1  Hub and nacelle of the CTT are to be designed for at
least the load cases defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5]:
• normal operation, corresponding to the load case 1, as

defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.2]
• extreme condition, corresponding to the load case 2, as

defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.3]
• testing condition, corresponding to the load case 3, as

defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.4]
• accidental condition, corresponding to the load case 4,

as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.5]
• transportation and IMR condition, corresponding to the

load case 5, as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.6].

Other load conditions that would be more critical are also
to be investigated.

The structural design assessment consists of the verification
of the structural integrity. The ultimate, serviceability, buck-
ling and fatigue strengths of blades are to be assessed by
calculations and/or tests.

2.2 Safety factors

2.2.1  Safety factors considered for the hub and nacelle
design are to be submitted by the Client to the Society for
acceptance on a case by case basis.

3 Loads calculation

3.1 Blade hub interfaces

3.1.1  The design loads considered at the blade-hub inter-
faces are the loads at the blade root defined in Sec 1.

3.2 Hub enclosure

3.2.1  The hub enclosure is the nose of the hub. The design
load applicable to the hub enclosure is the maximum cur-
rent load which it is exposed.

3.3 Nacelle

3.3.1  The design loads applicable to the nacelle are hydro-
static pressure and loads induced by the fluid flow.

4 Bolt connections

4.1 General

4.1.1  The blades are usually bolted to the hub. A special
attention has to be given to the following:

• torque applied

• bolt tensioning sequence and method

• bolt fatigue

• bolt, nut, washer type, dimension and quality.

5 Leak testing

5.1 General

5.1.1  The purpose of leak testing is to check the tightness of
the nacelle of the CTT or other pressure vessel when relevant.

5.1.2  Tests are to be carried out in the presence of the Soci-
ety at a stage sufficiently close to completion so that any
subsequent work would not impair the strength and tight-
ness of the structure.

5.1.3  The leak testing methodology described in the pres-
ent article is provided as a guidance. Other methodologies
are to be submitted to the Society for approval on a case by
case basis.

5.2 Leak indicator

5.2.1  An efficient indicating liquid, such as a soapy water
solution, is to be applied to the welds.

5.3 Pressure

5.3.1  Where leak testing is carried out, an air pressure of
0,15 105 Pa is to be applied during the test.

5.3.2  Prior to inspection, it is recommended that the air
pressure in the tank should be raised to 0,2 105 Pa and kept
at this level for approximately 1 hour to reach a stabilised
state, with a minimum number of personnel in the vicinity
of the nacelle, and then lowered to the test pressure.

5.3.3  The test may be conducted after the pressure has
reached a stabilised state at 0,2 105 Pa, without lowering
the pressure, provided the Society is satisfied of the safety of
the personnel involved in the test.
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SECTION 3 DUCT

1 General

1.1 Application

1.1.1  The requirements of this Section are applicable to the
duct (or shroud) of CTT.

1.1.2  As specified in Ch 1, Sec 4, [1.2], all thicknesses to
be considered for the design assessment of steel structure
are net thicknesses and they do not include any margin for
corrosion.

1.2 Definition

1.2.1  The duct is a device which channels the fluid in a
pipe and converts the fluid pressure to velocity.

2 Principles of structural design

2.1 Design basis

2.1.1  Duct of the CTT, if any, is to be designed for at least
the load cases defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5]:
• normal operation, corresponding to the load case 1, as

defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.2]
• extreme condition, corresponding to the load case 2, as

defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.3]

• testing condition, corresponding to the load case 3, as
defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.4]

• accidental condition, corresponding to the load case 4,
as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.5]

• transportation and IMR condition, corresponding to the
load case 5, as defined in Ch 1, Sec 3, [5.6].

Other load conditions that would be more critical are also
to be investigated.

The structural design assessment consists of the verification
of the structural integrity. The ultimate, serviceability, buck-
ling and fatigue strengths of blades are to be assessed by
calculations and/or tests.

2.2 Safety factors

2.2.1  Safety factors considered for the duct design are to be
submitted by the Client to the Society for acceptance on a
case by case basis.

3 Loads calculation

3.1 General

3.1.1  Design loads are to be evaluated on a case by case
basis taking into account operational and environmental
loads (see Ch 1, Sec 3) as applicable.
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APPENDIX 1 LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS

1 Profiles

1.1 Elliptic

1.1.1  Elliptic 15% profile

Figure 1 : CL and CD of elliptic 15% profile - Re = 6,106
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1.1.2  Elliptic 10% profile

Figure 2 : CL and CD of elliptic 10% profile - Re = 6,106

1.1.3  Elliptic 5% profile

Figure 3 : CL and CD of elliptic 5% profile - Re = 6,106
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1.2 Almond

1.2.1  Almond 15% profile

Figure 4 : CL and CD of almond 15% profile - Re = 6,106

1.2.2  Almond 10% profile

Figure 5 : CL and CD of almond 10% profile - Re = 6,106
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1.2.3  Almond 5% profile

Figure 6 : CL and CD of almond 5% profile - Re = 6,106

1.3 NACA

1.3.1  NACA 0012 profile

Figure 7 : CL and CD of NACA 0012 profile - Re = 6,106
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SECTION 1 GENERAL CONSIDERATION

1 General

1.1 Definitions

1.1.1  Power system
A typical power system of a CTT consists of the following
hardware components (see Fig 1):

• nacelle, including generator

• subsea cable

• converter

• transformer.

1.1.2  Converter

A typical converter consists of the following hardware com-
ponents:

• an Active Front End (AFE) DC/AC inverter at network
side (network bridge)

• an AC/DC rectifier at generator side (generator bridge)

• a DC bus between both bridges

• a resistor controlled by chopper and supplied by DC
bus.

Figure 1 : Typical configuration of CTT power system
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1.1.3  Subsea cable
The converter and generator are connected together by a
subsea cable with watertight connector when both devices
are located in separated location (as Fig 1 configuration). In
this case, 3 phases step-up and step-down transformers are
to be provided at both end of subsea cable in order to opti-
mize the cable electrical losses and to adapt the voltage
between generator and converter.

1.2 Location

1.2.1  The converter can be fully or partially located:
• inside the nacelle
• outside the nacelle, offshore, on fixed or floating unit or

in a separated submarine unit
• outside the nacelle, onshore.

Note 1: Onshore substations are not covered by the present Guid-
ance Note.

1.2.2  When the converter is located outside the nacelle,
some equipment, such as the DC bus and AFE inverter at
network side, can be common to several generator bridges,
to gather power production from different CTT.

1.3 Rules and standards

1.3.1  The various elements of the design, manufacturing,
assembly, installation, testing, commissioning, operation
and maintenance of CTT electrical components are to meet
the requirements of this Guidance Note in addition to those
stated in:
• NR445, Rules for the Classification of Offshore Units
• IEC 60076 - Power transformers
• IEC 60092 - Electrical installations in ships
• IEC 60287 - Electric cables - Calculation of the current

rating
• IEC 61892 - Mobile and fixed offshore units - Electrical

installations
• IEC 62271 - High-voltage switchgear and controlgear

• IEC 60146 - Semiconductor converters – General
requirements and line commutated converters

• any other relevant IEC publication, notably the IEC
62600 series - Marine energy - Wave, tidal and other
water current converter (under development)

• IEEE 1120-2004 - Guide for the Planning, Design, Instal-
lation, and Repair of Submarine Power Cable Systems

• IEEE 1580-2010 - IEEE Recommended Practice for
Marine Cable for Use on Shipboard and Fixed or Float-
ing Facilities.

1.4 Quality of power supply for auxiliaries

1.4.1  Electrical components of the CTT are to be so
designed and manufactured that they are capable of operat-
ing satisfactorily under the variations of voltage, frequency
and harmonic distortion of the power supply specified in
Pt C, Ch 2, Sec 2 of the Offshore Rules.

1.5 Grid connection

1.5.1  The connection to grid owner is subjected to adequate
protocol where the following criteria are to be specified:

• capacity of current or tidal unit to absorb or generate
the reactive power at grid connection point

• the quality of voltage, frequency and harmonic distortion

• Fault Ride Through (FRT) capacity: capacity of a turbine
to remain connected to the grid within a short-circuit

• frequency of power cut

• flickering.

In the absence of precise information from grid owner, the
following criteria can be considered:

• reactive power capacities: 0.9 lag to 0.9 lead

• voltage permanent variation: +/−10%

• frequency permanent variation: +/− 5%

• total harmonic current < 5%

• flickering: Pst ≤ 1.
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SECTION 2 SYSTEMS

1 Generator

1.1 General

1.1.1  Rotating electrical generator (alternator) is to be
designed, built and tested in accordance with the provisions
of Pt C, Ch 2, Sec 4 of the Offshore Rules.

Generators are surveyed by the Society during testing in
compliance with an approved procedure.

1.1.2  The design of generator connected to static convert-
ers is to consider the effects of harmonics and low power
factor.

A compatibility study is to be performed by generator sup-
pliers in order to validate the generator drive association in
terms of temperature rise, power factor, conductor size, har-
monic currents.

For synchronous machines, it is to be verified by suppliers
that under steady state short-circuit conditions, the genera-
tor with its voltage regulating system is capable of maintain-
ing, without sustaining any damage, a current of at least
three times the rated current for a duration of at least 2s or,
where precise data is available, for a duration of any time
delay which may be fitted in a tripping device for discrimi-
nation purposes.

1.1.3  Where the test procedure is not specified, the
requirements of IEC 60034-1 are to be applied.

2 Static converter

2.1 General

2.1.1  Converters are to comply with the relevant require-
ments of IEC 60092-304 or any other designated documents
providing an equivalent level of safety where requested by
the Client and accepted by the Society.

2.1.2  The following components surrounding the convert-
ers are to be type approved:

• electrical cables

• switching devices (circuit-breakers, contractors, discon-
nectors, etc.) and overcurrent protective devices

• computer based systems used for tasks to safety.

Case by case approval based on submission of adequate
documentation and execution of tests may also be granted
at the discretion of the Society.

2.1.3  The converter is to include a rectifier bridge con-
nected to generator side (generator bridge), a DC bus with
energy storage devices (capacitors), an Active Front End
(AFE) inverter connected to grid side (network bridge) and
associated device (sinus, dv/dt filters).

The AFE inverter is to be capable of absorbing or generate a
part of grid reactive power with a lagging or leading power
factor. In the absence of precise information from grid
owner, this capacity is not to be less than 40% of rated
active power of the generator.

2.1.4  The converter is to be equipped with a discharge
resistor controlled by electronic chopper from the DC bus
in order to absorb any overload from the grid or from gener-
ator in case of grid disconnection.

The discharge resistor is to be sized in order to permanently
absorb the maximum active power which can be generated
by the alternator, considering the FRT requirements.

Other power absorption system can also be considered by
the Society in order to protect the generator in case of grid
overvoltage or grid disconnection. 

2.1.5  A compatibility study is to be performed by converter
suppliers in order to validate the generator drive association
in terms of temperature rise, power factor, conductor size,
harmonic currents

2.2 Control, alarm and monitoring of the 
static converters

2.2.1  For liquid-cooled converters the resistivity of the
cooling fluid in direct contact with semiconductor or other
current carrying parts is to be monitored and an alarm with
tripping device initiated if the resistivity is outside the speci-
fied limits.

Where forced cooling is used, the temperature of the heated
cooling medium is to be monitored.

If the temperature exceeds a preset value an alarm is to be
given and the shutdown of the converter is to be activated.

Where forced (air or liquid) cooling is provided, it is to be
so arranged that the converter cannot be or remain loaded
unless effective cooling is maintained. Alternatively, other
effective means of protection against overtemperature may
be provided.

2.2.2  Semiconductor converters are to be rated for the
required duty having regard to the peak loads, system tran-
sient and overvoltage and to be dimensioned so as to with-
stand the maximum short-circuit currents foreseen at the
point of installation for the time necessary to trip the protec-
tion of the circuits they supply.
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2.3 Electrical protection

2.3.1  Overcurrent or overvoltage protection is to be
installed to protect the converter and generator. Precautions
necessary to limit the current in transient periods are to be
taken.

An alarm is to be provided for tripping of protective devices
against overvoltages and overcurrents in converters, trans-
formers and generator.

Network bridge is to be arranged to operate in parallel with
other power sources, load sharing is to be such that under
normal operating conditions overloading of any unit does
not occur and the combination of paralleled equipment is
stable.

2.4 Load sharing

2.4.1  In islanded conditions, in order to share correctly the
active power between several CTT, the frequency of each
network bridge is to be proportional to the delivered active
power with a frequency drop about +/−4% of rated fre-
quency (e.g. at generator full active power, the network
inverter bridge frequency shall be F −4%).

In order to share correctly the reactive power between sev-
eral CTT, the voltage RMS value of each network bridge is to
be proportional to the delivered reactive power with a volt-
age drop about +/- 1% of rated voltage (ie: at generator full
active power, the network inverter bridge voltage is to be U
−1%).

Other active and reactive power sharing method, such as
centralized control system controlling each tidal or current
turbine, could also be considered by the Society.

2.4.2  When a CTT farm is interconnected to a grid, require-
ments from [2.4.1] are not applicable as frequency and volt-
age are controlled by the grid operator.

2.5 Testing

2.5.1  Converter is to be tested in accordance with the pro-
visions of Pt C, Ch 2, Sec 6 of the Offshore Rules.

3 Transformers/Reactors

3.1 General

3.1.1  Transformers and reactors are to be designed, built
and tested in accordance with the provisions of Pt C, Ch 2,
Sec 5 of the Offshore Rules.

4 Cables and connections

4.1 Subsea cable

4.1.1  The subsea cable may content:
• the High Voltage power tie between generator and con-

verter transformers
• the Low Voltage power supply for generator auxiliaries

if any (lubrication pump, fans)
• the remote monitoring.

Conductors are to be of annealed electrolytic copper with a
resistivity not exceeding 17.241 Ω mm2/km at 20°C accord-
ing to IEC 60228.

High voltage cables are to be constructed in accordance
with IEC 60092-353 and IEC 60092-354 or other equivalent
standard.

4.2 Connector

4.2.1  The watertight connector is to be type approved or
case by case approved by the Society. The connector is to
be manufactured according to standard IEC 62613-1.
Other standard may be considered on a case by case basis.

5 Supply system

5.1 General

5.1.1  The power distribution systems with constant voltage
for AC and DC installations are to be designed in accor-
dance with the provisions of Pt C, Ch 2, Sec 3 of the Off-
shore Rules. 

6 Control

6.1 General

6.1.1  The control systems of each CTT aims at to ensuring
that the generator is operated within its rating.
Alarm and trip facilities are to be provided in order to pro-
tect the whole of installation.

6.1.2  The control system is to be designed in order to be
interconnected with general supervision system in case of
turbine farm configuration or similar.

6.1.3  The control system hardware is to be constructed to
withstand the tests required in Pt C, Ch 3 of the Offshore
Rules.
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